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ABSTRACT
Susan Howe is well known for her visual scatterings of text. This essay explores her early
and late poetry’s acoustic dimensions as framed by an attention to the “stutter” in American
literature. Howe unlocks the wildness of history by displacing its sources and finding their
hidden traces in manuscripts, letters, ephemera, and hushed voices appropriated by the “record of
winners.” While critics have directed our attention to visual prosodic disturbances enacted at the
level of the page, I argue that a similar disruptive potential exists in the acoustic shape of Howe’s
words and syntactical arrangements.
Using her own explicit references to Henry Thoreau, Jonathan Edwards, and Wallace
Stevens, I examine Howe’s affinity for an other mode of thinking that incorporates sensuous
experience before (or in place of) a distillation of truth-content. In addition to these authors’
approaches to sound, I explore the possibility of an aural shift from the rational primacy of the
eye toward the sensibly various and fluctuating attentions in the ear. I provide some
philosophical and phenomenological, as well as ethical, bases for welcoming such shifts.
Through her collaborations with David Grubbs, Howe has extended her disruptive spatial
productions into the temporal dimension of performance. Actively listening to Grubbs’
processing techniques in conjunction with Howe’s reading can reveal a bias in our attention to
‘significant’ sounds at the cost of (in)significant ‘noise.’ I conclude the essay with some test
cases of listening to the recordings of Thiefth, Souls of the Labadie Tract, and Frolic
Architecture.
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INTRODUCTION
Susan Howe is well known for her displacement of text through disjunctive spelling and
collagist visual prosody. A less discussed feature of her poetry is its engagement of and with
sound, despite Howe’s statements in interviews and essays in which she proclaims, “strangely
the strongest element I feel when I am writing something is acoustic” (Keller). Early collections
of her poems in Singularities (1990) and The Europe of Trusts (1990) present an exchange
between the past and present that is charged with a splitting of voice. In the past decade, texts
like Souls of the Labadie Tract (2007) and THAT THIS (2010) have been written with the
intention of performance in collaboration with musician and composer David Grubbs. In the
following essay, I argue that these texts and collaborations impel our attention to varied, often
hushed, sources of meaning and acquaint us with the less ‘significant’ sounds within our acoustic
field. Grubbs has contributed to Howe’s texts by providing a temporal dimension to their spatial
orientation, transforming them into ambient sound events charged with significative potential.
I will discuss many facets of Susan Howe’s engagements with sound while providing
evidence for what may be called a Poetics of Listening. I have divided the study into three
considerations. The first is that there are many ways for a reader to experience sound on the level
of the page. In this section I chart a trajectory combining close reading (and listening) with a
range of critical observations in a rather conventional style of explication.
In the second section, I suggest that an auditive mode of reading attunes us to a special
kind of awareness operating within the ‘mind’s ear’ and presents new ways of thinking and
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perceiving that accord with Howe’s own recovery of broken or lost meanings. I explore some
allegorical implications of a listening-based poetics with reference to the sources Howe identifies
as part of her acoustic trajectories. In order to represent (approximately) the harmonic and
associative qualities of her thinking, this section employs Howe’s own method of a literary
montage or sampling form of exposition in which corresponding ideas are juxtaposed in a kind
of spasmodic sequence, to ‘hear’ both their consonance and divergence.
In the final section I argue that Howe’s readers experience a new and entirely different
dimension of auditory imagination through her recorded sound collaborations with David
Grubbs. This section explores the provisional ground of the first two in relation to a temporal
experience of performative signification. The reading includes cues for listening to the
collaborations of Thiefth (2005), Souls of the Labadie Tract (2007) and Frolic Architecture
(2011) with recording times marked in parentheses.
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FIRST MOVEMENT
Critics often characterize Howe’s poetics with a quote from the last sentence of “There
Are Not Leaves Enough to Crown to Cover to Crown to Cover,” a proem to The Europe of
Trusts (1990): “I write to break out into perfect primeval Consent. I wish I could tenderly lift
from the dark side of history, voices that are anonymous, slighted––inarticulate” (ET 14). This
mainstay of Howe criticism presents the poetry as a heroic act of will, championing the causes of
the lost, the unrecoverable voices swept into oblivion (or silence) by the after-thought of
historical narratives, which she describes as a “record of winners.” While in its early stages this
revisionist historiography takes its cue from 1980s feminism, Howe’s project attempts to include
all forms of historically repressed knowledge and identity––including the expurgated wildness of
such established figures as Emily Dickinson, Jonathan Swift, Herman Melville and Cotton
Mather. Another phrasing of this heroic recovery is described in the preceding paragraph:
“Poetry brings similitude and representation to configurations waiting from forever to be
spoken” (ET 14). Again, “anonymous” voices are imagined waiting in silent limbo for the chance
to express their plight through a “similitude and representation” that attempts to sincerely
approximate their “configurations.” The poet seeks “perfect primeval Consent” with the
“inarticulate.” The voices may not find their exact likeness on the page, but what sort of recovery
could be exact? Howe’s fascination with the “inarticulate” at least ensures that their stories will
not be written with a veneer of articulate legibility, so often the case with historical narratives
“written by the Masters.”
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Earlier in the piece, Howe’s project seems less an heroic gesture of recovery and more
like an afflicted awareness of the silent forces mediating our correspondence with historical and
personal messages. She describes receiving letters from her father during World War II. These
were handwritten texts “reproduced by the army… a microform copy forwarded to us,” each one
with a stamp in the top left corner, “PASSED BY EXAMINER.” The memory of these replicas
of her father’s handwriting, “passed” to her by an anonymous “examiner,” compels us to wonder
about the contents of those messages. Were they broken up? edited? lost? Following this
recuperation of history (by memory), Howe indicates, “This is my historical consciousness. I
have no choice in it” (ET 13). The army’s examination of personal messages acts as a reminder
of our mediated reception of history, but it also implicates Howe’s own selectivity of texts.
Elsewhere, she conflates the editing of Emily Dickinson’s letters and manuscripts with
the excommunication of “preacher and prophet” Anne Hutchinson: “editorial control is directly
connected to the attempted erasure of antinomianism in our culture. Lawlessness seen as
negligence is at first feminized and then restricted or banished” (B-M 1). Howe is cognizant of
her own subjective process of historical revisionism. This fear of potential collusion with the
“record of winners” resembles that of the self-conscious author in “Thorow”––“acting the part of
a scout”––who finds herself stuttering under the pressure of “Complicity battling redemption” (S
55).
Resistance to rationalist complicity with historical narratives becomes a more believable,
and less fraught, mode of action in Howe’s articulated poetics. Her poetry breaks with normative
rhetorical patterns of communication. She is suspicious of the co-opting power of language, of
the use of syntax as coercion of thought into a harmonious erasure of the line between sound and
sense. An attempt at “similitude and representation” for the inarticulate must retain some trace of
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their hesitation, their silence, as well as of the violence that has been wrought to their
configurations. In the wake of that violence, she has inherited Charles Olson’s statement in Call
Me Ishmael: “Olson once said that in Billy Budd, ‘the stutter is the plot.’… It’s the stutter in
American literature that interests me. I hear the stutter as a sounding of uncertainty. What is
silenced or not quite silenced” (B-M 181). In her obsession with the stutter, we find an explicit
attention to the sort of communication (whether spoken or written) in which Howe can perhaps
begin to give those “inarticulate” voices their proper “similitude.” The stutter figures as a
representative signal of the repressed, the hushed, the feminine, ‘Other,’ and wild. In the same
interview, Howe argues, “A return [to History’s sources] is necessary, a way for women to go…
we are in the stutter. We were expelled from the Garden of the Mythology of the American
Frontier. The drama’s done. We are the wilderness. We have come on to the stage stammering”
(B-M 181).
We approach Howe’s textual terrain first by learning to break ourselves from a mode of
reading that privileges conventional sense-making. Legible, articulate messages often appear in
her poetry and lyric essays, but these instances are merely an occasion of simple statement
resolved from the larger graphic and acoustic complexity. To read only for the sake of finding
coherent meaning is to repeat the neglectful selectivity of the masters, to erase the stuttering,
inarticulate voices that conflict with a well-spoken “record of winners.” We can listen, both
literally and allegorically, to the textual and aural sound shapes of words. This form of hearing
potentially allows a multiplicity of associations to be spoken in a single word or phrase. Rachel
Tzvia Back (2002) describes Howe’s fixation with etymology in the poem “Thorow,” published
in Singularities (1990). Etymologies too can be conceived as voices, as those lost
“configurations waiting from forever to be spoken.” The title of the poem is a playful gesture
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combining the etymological root for both through and (sometimes) thorough as well as a deviant
spelling of ‘Thoreau’ found in the letters of Hawthorne: “Mr. Thorow dined with us yesterday”
(OED; Back 51). In Howe’s “domain of transcendental subjectivity,” the text points to sounds
and variant spellings with prior usages, even for articles and prepositions, “Etymology the this//
present in the past now/ So many thread” (S 43).
The notion of ‘Author’ in “Thorow” is repeatedly associated with the surveying activity
(Thoreau’s vocation) of a “scout”: “Go on the Scout,” “as surveyor of the Wood/ only Step,”
“Author the real author/ acting the part of a scout” (S 43, 48, 51). Back notes the etymological
Old French root for “scout,” escoute––“listener”––and escouter––“to listen,” and surely Howe
has identified her practice as an attention to sound, to the stuttering voices as a “sounding of
uncertainty” (Back 53). In a poem composed of appropriated language, to read Howe is to
encounter Howe reading. But “Go on the scout” feels, sounds, like a command. What does it
mean for the reader to become a “scout,” to listen to a visual text? One possible answer is a
perceptually refocused attention to history. Rather than a retrospective account of the past, in
which the observer ‘looks’ back through time, we might explore a form of retroauditory listening
to the structural and/or rhythmic features of historical accounts. This would dispel any pretension
to a determinate, representatively clear ‘picture’ of past societies. Language itself, including
words like ‘clear’ and ‘picture’ which so often get couched as atemporal instruments for
objective speculation, would be given to a historicized relativity. Time would be mapped not
according to an arbitrary, visual line but instead sensed as an invisible web or fabric of woven
orthographies, speech-rhythms, grammars and syntactic structures.
A way to approach listening to Howe’s texts is to become comfortable with unknowing,
to experience a natural uncertainty toward seemingly specific references cascading before us like
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a conversation to which we haven’t been invited. Howe herself does not pretend to be privy to
the correspondences and configurations she presents. As she admits, she is only “Scribbling the
ineffable” (S 47). As a fellow listener, she shares our sense of dislocation and unknowing, the
feeling that “We are too finite.” The sound of a single articulation can fly past “Mind itself or
life// quicker than thought.” Instead of lamenting the fate of the mind, forever reaching for
rational sense, Howe merely listens to the phonic signature, or voicing, of individual words as
would an infant. “Slipping back to primordial,” she insists, “We go through the word Forest” (S
49). We enter an allegorical “Forest” of words, an uncultivated landscape of language, while we
literally “go through” (read) the English noun, “Forest”––the Latin roots forestis and foris
denote, literally, “outside” (Webster’s Third 890). Language stretches outside of the mind,
reaching beyond the merely knowable.
Aside from suggestive hints for reading embedded in the poem, the prose introduction to
“Thorow” provides ways to approach a reading that is “primordial” and de-rationalized in its
relation to content. The form and process, rather than any image or narrative trajectory, are
themselves the content of the work. As Will Montgomery notes Howe’s “commitment to
intelligibility often appears so slender as to threaten any idea of the story within history”
(Montgomery 86). Her retroauditory project attempts not a retelling of what has happened but
rather a response to the Master-narrative of what has happened. Under the heading “Narrative in
Non-Narrative,” Howe mentions the presence of an “Interior assembling of forces underneath
earth’s eye. Yes, she, the Strange, excluded from formalism. I heard poems inhabited by voices.”
The sentence fragments combine a mystical sense of a hidden place with an inarticulate and
feminized locution, “she, the Strange” which has been excluded from “formalism,” signaling a
dogmatic prescription for academic or religious discourse.
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In “the winter and spring of 1987,” during an arts residency in Lake George, New York,
Howe claims she “heard poems inhabited by voices.” It is less strange that these voices speak
beyond the formalist categories of communication than that they inhabit the space of poems. We
could ask, Where is this interior located exactly? We can imagine at least two possibilities: 1)
having a human face, the earth’s eye sits above a mouth which speaks, and/or 2) the “assembling
of forces” exists in a realm unseen by the eye, possibly denoting invisible waves of sound or the
inner workings of an other’s mind. Either possibility dispenses with rationalized explanation of
how these voices occur, much less how they can be heard. She is less concerned with the source
of these voices than with her ability to hear them, to “write across not knowing what She.”––
note, the period after “what She” proposes an unclear question: what She said? what She meant?
what She (as in ‘who’ or ‘what’ She) is referred to? Instead we are left with no single or singular
set of clear determinations––and this is the point. “I though I stood on the shores of a history of
the world where forms of wildness brought up by memory become desire and multiply” (S 40).
Just as European explorers arrived on the ‘American’ continent with the aim of
cultivating the “howling wilderness” for civilized comfort, Howe insists that historical records
bear the erasures and exclusions of a rationalistic narrative, a narrative that seeks to control the
wild and variously articulated voices of history through a process of standardized reportage. As
Thoreau writes, the “howling wilderness does not howl: it is the imagination of the traveler that
does the howling” (Maine Woods). The wilderness of language contains a structural legion of
articulations that compels the hearer-speaker to reduce such complexity to a single voice. Thus,
for Howe, the forms assume a strangely singularized (because conflated as the “Strange” other)
and feminine referent: “she”:
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In the seventeenth century European adventurer-traders burst through the forest to
discover this particular long clear body of fresh water. They brought our story to
it. Pathfinding believers in God and grammar spelled the lake into place. They
have renamed it several times since. In paternal colonial systems a positivist
efficiency appropriates primal indeterminacy” (S 40).
The colonialist act of affixing identifiable markers with proper English names designates and
reifies the existence of a singularized, locatable “place.” In contrast, the voices of “she,”
“become desire and multiply” the singular names employed by a (conflated) colonial-rationalist
frame of reference. In response to the colonizers who “spelled the lake into place,” she cites
Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari’s “One or Several Wolves,” from A Thousand Plateaus: “The
proper name (nom propre) does not designate an individual: it is on the contrary when the
individual opens up to the multiplicities pervading him or her… The proper name is the
instantaneous apprehension of a multiplicity” (S 41). By listening to the multiplicity pervading
names––and words as names for things––we become discursive readers, privy to a “primal
indeterminacy” within language.
While “acting the part of a scout,” Howe experiences an uncertainty about texts culled
from various literary and historical sources––Will Montgomery notes that the textual borrowings
for “Thorow” are lifted from the writings of Henry David Thoreau and the papers of Sir William
Johnson (Montgomery 98). Not knowing the exact referent of casually mentioned names can
take the form of a game. While the appropriative method of writing “traverses multiplicities,
light letters exploding apprehension suppose when individual hearing,” Howe exposes us to
pleasures like punning and the paragram (S 41). The epigraphic fragments to “Thorow” quote
correspondence between Thoreau and Daniel Ricketson about the correct pronunciation of Indian
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place-names. Thoreau jokes that Ricketson seems to have “got the Indian names” of the lakes
and ponds “straightened––which means made more crooked.” Thoreau’s comment highlights the
inadequacy of the English alphabet for articulating the phonological shape of Indian speech
sounds. Ricketson retorts with a pun on Thoreau’s name, splitting its phonetic structure into two
words: “My heart is beating strongly to see your face once more,/ So leave the land of Thor, and
row along our shore!” (S 42). This is a well-meant but incisive jab, dethroning the godlike
(“Thor”) status of authority on Indian pronunciations Thoreau implies for himself. Using a quote
from a “Mrs. Daniel Chester French,” Howe reveals Thoreau’s reputation for seeming the
grandiose Author type, deluded about his own prescience: “His name ain’t no Henry D. Thoreau
than my name is Henry D. Thoreau. And everybody knows it, and he knows it. His name’s Da-avid Henry and it ain’t been nothing but Da-a-vid Henry” (S 42).
Through frequent paragrammatic sleights of eye and ear, the poem enables a diachronic
form of visuaural perception which throws off our conventional sense of reading for a narrowly
determinate or contextualized meaning. Throughout “Thorow,” we fall victim to an interweaving
play of words and phrases that defer determinate comprehension: “To be sent in slays,” “Let us
gether and bury/ limbs and leves/ Is a great Loast,” “Irruptives/ thorow out all/ the Five Nations,”
“To cut our wete// of the Jentelmen” (S 48,46). These playful lines register an audibly familiar
sequence through a disorienting substitution of near-homophones and variant spellings. This
opens the sound-shape of each word allowing the mind’s ear to potentially hear other words––
sleighs for “slays,” weight (or perhaps wheat) for “wete,” and so on. Neologisms, deliberate
misspellings, and archaic orthographies disrupt the mind’s eye (and mind’s ear) because we read
one thing and hear another. The splitting of sound in “Wood and feld/ all covered with ise”
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suggests a landscape, or field, at once subdued by winter (ice) and felled by the “Track of desire”
which is covered with eyes (S 48).
This visuaural disorientation may be read less as an obstruction to meaning-potential than
as an enabling of hyper-referentiality and distance, both in space and time. Back’s interpretation
of Howe’s archaic and deviant spellings asserts that they “’unspell’ America,” evoking the
“cultural divide between settlers and Indians and the historical divide between the twentiethcentury reader and the seventheenth- or early nineteenth-century subject.” Howe, according to
Back, insists that we “Go on the scout” so that we can “listen to this landscape in addition to
visualizing it”; while “sight is limited,” she says “through the deviant and alternative soundings
we may apprehend that which otherwise evades detection,” namely the unheard voices of history
(Back 53). A multiplicity of referents dispels the rationalist notion that we can designate stable
names for people and (especially) place.
What “evades detection,” as Will Montgomery argues, is the presence of others hidden in
a historical narrative that privileges simplified narratives over the inarticulate, primal
indeterminacy. Howe splits the notion of the proper name as a determinate sign-post or signans
by listening to its plurality of reference. In her “recovery of wilderness,” the poet unsettles the
rational-positivist act of determining etiological significance for historical events. “In my poetry,
time and again,” she writes in Europe, “questions of assigning the cause of history dictate the
sound of what is thought” (ET 13). Wildness, and freedom from the traditional appropriations of
primal indeterminacy, is perceived without determinate cause through a re-hearing of the past.
Howe appropriates the sounds of familiar language into unexpected forms that signal new
possibilities for meaning. At “Fort Stanwix” a single “Alarm” calls out “all those Guards//
Constant parties of guards/ up & down,” appearing from every which way. This preparation for
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battle runs into the puzzling coinage of “Agreseror” (S 46). For what have the guards assembled?
The word’s sound shape suggests a collision of possibilities such as aggressive, aggressor,
possibly acres, and error. Was it a false alarm? Were they under attack? Howe frequently uses
uneven portmanteaus that may ring differently within different readers’ ears. We are left without
access to the “Original of the Otherside” and instead must grapple with the “understory of
anotherword” (S 50). The use of “understory” suggests a hidden layer of vegetation (perhaps a
literal ‘story’) growing beneath the sound-image of “anotherword”––which itself almost agrees
with the sound of the idiom, ‘in other words.’ Howe makes use of what Roman Jakobson and
Linda R. Waugh, in The Sound Shape of Language (1979), refer to as the “bond of similarity”
between sound and sense, disregarding strict determinacy for the sake of a plenum of
significations and word relations––a chorus rather than a singular voice. This phonic similarity
“assumes an active role in reviving… lexical archaisms and in furthering viable neologisms”
(Jakobson and Waugh 237). Howe’s highlighting, and foreshadowing, of semantic multiplicities
creates a simultaneous awareness of the historical nature, and historic potential, of language.
To listen while reading Howe is to embrace this indeterminacy and to allow for various
interpretations, even (and especially) at the level of syntax. Near the end of section 1, the lines
“The snow/ is still hear” may be read differently depending on the listener’s position of hearing
(S 48). Is the snow “still hear” in the form of presently being here? Or is it that the “snow/ is
still” so that we can “hear” the empty sound of its stillness? Other configurations exhibit a kind
of stammering or stuttering speech, as though a certain danger approaches. When we read “I am/
Part of their encroachment,” the text impels us to “Speed & Bleave me” (S 47). But to what
action are we being sped: to “––leave me” because the “I” is in collusion with “their
encroachment”? or to “B[elieve] me” because “I” will rescue us? Whose encroachment, the
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Indians? the colonists? Is there a repressive silence to be heard in “Cant say for us now” or are
we to let someone’s “Cant” (as in “hypocritical or sanctimonious speech”) speak for us? When is
“now”?
Apart from its obstructions to easy comprehension, “Thorow” employs senses of
limitation and freedom to represent civilization and wildness, respectively. Edward Allen (2012)
hears an echo of Thoreau’s Walden (1854) in the first section of Howe’s poem. He notes that the
lines “Fence blown down in a winter storm/ darkened by outstripped possession/ Field stretching
out of the world,” recall a passage in Thoreau’s “Sounds” chapter, “No yard! but unfenced
Nature reaching up to your very sills… Instead of no path to the front-yard gate in the Great
Snow,–– no gate––no front-yard,––and no path to the civilized world!” (S 44; Walden 424). He
reads Howe’s poem as a continued associative connection between “Fence” and the “civilized
world,” between the limitless “Field stretching out” and Nature’s wildness. “Thorow”’s third
section presents a heap of visually scattered text confined by a concrete limit of tautology:

“Parapet” and “Gabion” refer to two kinds of walls (S 57). The domestic tranquility of the
“civilized world” amounts to making our ‘home’ into a “garrison.” The presence of a defined
limit, separating the outside from the inside, suggests a primarily spatial relation to land, to
vision, to text. Again the visuaural pun of a “canon,” a sort of armament for prestige, used for
“Constant firing” suggests a conflation of the violence between colonial settlers and academic
“formalism.” Howe positions an “Escalade” (a ladder or ramp for scaling walls) possibly to
13

provide an escape route, or possibly to allow wildness to infiltrate the “Tranquillity of a
garrison.” The poem’s opening directive “Go on the Scout” suggests the act of taking leave of
the fort of knowledge, bypassing the siege of a canon to make contact with primal indeterminacy
in the forest, the outside. Howe’s text gives similitude and representation to the voices of the
wilderness by wandering out of the fort. “Force made desire wander/ Jumping from one subject//
to another/ Besieged and besieged” (S 51). We join Howe’s Thoreauvian excursion into the
wilderness not by seeing the singular, but by witnessing (hearing) the multiplicity in its voice.
The poem often represents the bounds of clear knowledge and rational understanding
with a limit of vision. “I pick my compass to pieces// Dark here in the driftings” (S 55).
“Unconscious demarkations range,” exceeding familiar social life as it is known within the fort.
This is especially frightful for the “I” (whoever “I” is) who “have not had time/ From the Fort”
(S 43). The encroachment of an unbounded, Thoreauvian wildness endangers the mind of
colonial civilization, the polite-sounding “Shannas & Dallaways,” alluded to within the text. If
“we are not careful,” we may find ourselves exposed “To a slightly place/ no shelter,” and here
“slightly place” suggests a position of uncertainty (S 48). The ‘here’ of the mind’s “Fort” is
transgressed by an invisible “Field” that is “darkened by outstripped possession” (S 44). If the
outside is unnamed, an open wilderness without maps or signs, how will we find our way?
Howe’s visuaural games lead us beyond the possessed landscape of a designated place or
setting within language. Single articulations sound like multiple whispers, even cries. Jenny
White (2006) notes that “Thorow” gradually disintegrates “to the point of illegibility” in its third
and final section. Not only does the poem work “against any sort of narrative,” it assaults the
readerly notion of lyric subjectivity: “You are of me & I of you, I cannot tell// Where you leave
off and I begin” (White 240; S 58). This can be heard both as a statement of fact and as a hanging
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question. The complex interweaving of sound similarity shifts into a new language with hardly
any familiar referents
anthen
adamap

uplispth

enend

blue wov

thefthe
(S 59).

These new phonetic combinations (having no etymological or apparent textual history) release
the reader-listener into a deterritorialized sonic terrain. Primal indeterminacy invades our senses
providing little or no cognitive signatum, no ideation for the mind’s eye to fix upon. We
experience sound without a clear meaning, yet by its uniform visual presentation the ending
suggests a kind of alien order. As Howe writes in Europe, “Life opens into conceptless
perspectives. Language surrounds Chaos” (ET 13). The insistence that isolate words must
connect to meaning compels us to listen to the unfamiliar vocables, “anthen,” “uplispth,”
“enend,” with the intention of perhaps hearing several voices at once, a chaotic confluence of
signifiers spoken by those lost, slighted, inarticulate voices.
In the title poem of Souls of the Labadie Tract (2007), Howe employs a considerably
more narrative approach, giving her voice(s) a lyric trajectory as yet unseen and unheard. We
find almost none of the visuaural tactics used in “Thorow,” nor is there a shred of scattered text,
but only short lines set as thematically ordered couplets, tercets and quatrains. Multiple registers
of voice are reached through syntactic arrangements and a lack of punctuation rather than
paragram or archaism. “Souls of the Labadie Tract” takes its title from a 1680s Quietist sect
consisting of Dutch missionaries who settled in “Bohemia Hundred, Cecil County, Maryland,”
and were “followers of the French separatist Jean de Labadie.” Howe claims she found the term
“Labadist” while wandering among the genealogical research of Wallace Stevens, and has
claimed in several interviews that she was merely taken with that word.
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The sect disappeared in 1722, their short legacy remaining in the accounts of travelers
and, strangely, in the form of geography. Howe notes that a landmark map of Maryland from
1795 identifies a “lappadee poplar,” and that this is “the one tree singled out on the entire map of
the state” (SLT 24). She follows these “language hints” as a route to the hidden mystery of a
place. Just as “There are traces of blood in a fairy tale,” Howe insists, “Sounds and spirits (ghosts
if you like) leave traces in a geography” (B-M 156). Although she has located the name of a
specific group of voices, she admits knowing very little about them: “Labadists––New Bohemia/
little is otherwise known” (SLT 69). She feels “the pressure of others” and describes the
experience as “telepathic though who knows why or in what way” (SLT 23). What occurs on the
page is an imagined correspondence with the imagined “Souls” through an episodic sequence of
rhythmically expressed wonder and doubt.
While much of the poem employs a kind of “volte-/ face” signification through imagedoubling and mirror motifs, a consistent force in the poem is the sounds of words perceived by
the ear. If perceptual hearing in “Thorow” figures as a primary mode of access to the primal
indeterminacy of a Thoreauvian wildness, the act of listening in “Souls” functions as a setting of
participatory relation between beings who are wary of one another’s motives, not to mention one
another’s existence.
The opening of the poem sets the idea of truth at some distance from certainty––
“Indifferent truth and trust”––while locating the complex (because not visualized) position of the
medium-speaker: “am in you and of you air/ utterance blindness of you.” The existence of “air/
utterance” presupposes a “blindness” of the sounds of voices just as “Indifferent truth”
presupposes the speaker’s hesitation to “trust” what she is hearing. As such, her exchange with
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the Labadist souls exceeds the visual field, she must endure this “blindness of you” in order to
continue speaking with (and hearing) them. Howe accepts this blindness as a form of blessing:
“That we are come to that
Between us here to know
Things in the perfect way” (SLT 27).
She indicates space and things not through visual representation, but through the locationality of
word sounds. In this tercet, “That” becomes a perceptually operative word for anonymous
pointing. The enclosure of an initial “That” with a terminal “that” signals both a deictic
multiplicity of reference (that as a preposition as well as a relative pronoun) and a redundantly
repeated utterance, “That… that.” We leave “That” in order to “come to that.” Physiologically,
the perception of sound is a “that” which we may leave in the unconsciousness of sleep, but we
inevitably return to “that.” Sound is to be found in every direction. Sound surrounds us. Similarly
the positional connotation of “here,” flanked by “Between us” and “to know” may be heard as a
medial and a spatio-temporal position, but it can also signal the central importance of its
homophonic other: to “hear” as a means of “to know” the relation “Between us.” Stated
differently, there is something “here” between “us” that we can “hear” in order to “know/
Things,” and words as things, “in the perfect way.” I explore the consequences of this different,
“perfect way” of knowing in section II, but it should be noted that we find in “Souls,” as in
“Thorow,” a resistance to representation through visual and/or cognitive ‘images.’ Instead we are
brought into correspondence with an imageless mode of thinking, led into “conceptless
perspectives” by Howe’s differential voicing.
Howe gives these telepathic exchanges a rather lyric quality by establishing a relatively
stable “I” and “we,” identifying the ghosts as a plural entity. Given that “little is otherwise
known” about the Labadists’ social and religious history, Howe invites their mysterious plight to
be spoken through appropriated “language hints” from elsewhere. Allen locates the poem’s
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intertextual sources, from Edward Taylor’s study on the nature of Christ, Christographia (Yale
UP 1962), to Andrea Alciato’s emblem book, Emblemata (1531) as well as references––such as
“screech-owl feather,” “coranto,” “measured epic dactyl,” etc.––“plucked” from the Jacobean
masques of Thomas Campion. As we will see, Campion’s language provides “throughout the
poem a musical vocabulary with which to coax the Labadists out of their silence” (Allen 417).
Of course the musical vocabulary also functions to frame the poem’s comment about its own
rhythmic and tonal features.
The most perceptibly musical aspect of “Souls” is its frequent repetitions of sounds and
refrains of words. Many stanza-pages (as the page is Howe’s most pronounced compositional
unit) display a sound-pattern of vocal doubling: “Oh––but of course of course,” “Oh I wouldn’t I
wouldn’t” (SLT 35, 67). We can think of this doubling as an echoic re-sounding into the dark or
as a play of mimicry between the medium-speaker and her responding visitants. We could also
consider repetition as a thickening gesture of over-determination in which the utterance meets its
mirrored self, the signifier recognizing its status as a signifer (also a phonetic ghost). Some
passages employ a palindrome-esque inversion of sequential statement––“I see you and you see I
see you”––while others enact a sequential play of inverted movement through space and time––
“from into the way that leads to,” “I’d have gone in for you as I// am out and you’re forever in”
(SLT 66, 36, 35). The pronoun “you,” both singular and plural, frequently echoes as the point of
contact through which the “I” and “we” conduct their correspondence.
Echoed words and sounds also suggest a synchronous history in which temporal and
aesthetic contexts are blurred. The writing reflects its own event-ness at least as much as it
performs an extended narration. In one passage, “artificial bats and owls” suggest merry (living)
souls making vocalized caricatures of the dead, “Feigned persons pass by/ crying out ‘Oh, Oh––
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‘”. On the opposite page, in the exact same position, the mimetic act of poeisis replicates the
caricatured sound, “Thus poems diagrams/ crying out ‘Oh, Oh––‘”. The speaker of “Souls”
betrays an intense anxiety about her function as a representative medium. If taken seriously, her
speech, written as theirs, can only excel at caricature––“We are strangers here/ on pain of
forfeiture” (SLT 48-9). Continued emphasis on its own artificiality and poeticness––“measured
epic dactyl,” “loose ramshackle/ extract poem,” “Carolled to our last adieu”––echoes the anxiety
Howe feels about speaking for those who cannot speak. “Authorize me and I act/ what I am I
must remain,” she confesses, so that the ghosts may oblige with full disclosure––“only suffer me
to tell it” (SLT 37).
In the balanced interplay of vocal registers, “Souls” attempts a contrapuntal
harmonization between name and thing, matter and spirit, sound and sense. Howe alludes to this
musical aspect via her explicit reference to “Campion’s/ rule of thumb,” referring to Thomas
Campion’s writings on musical counterpoint: the practice of setting one melody against another.
Campion’s theoretical text A New Way of Making Fowre Parts in Counterpoint (1615) provides
a short-cut for composing harmonies using a simplified arithmetic to determine chords: the
common arpeggio structure of Fifths, Thirds, and Octaves. The practice, as Percival Vivian notes
in his introduction to Campion’s Works (1909), is by no means “New.” It existed in musical
composition before Campion’s formulation, which merely gives the practice a more
conceptualized, thus memorable, form or “dress” (Campion’s Works lxv). Howe’s line suggests a
“Historical distance” that precedes and follows “Campion’s/ rule of thumb” (SLT 59). Musical
counterpoint was practiced, then and now, without Campion’s “rule.” Similarly, its “prior under// current” exists “here on so-called Earth,” which suggests the pre-existence of our world
(“Earth,” alt. “Gaia,” “Terra”) before speakers of Old English connected the idea of a planet with
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the sound-form, Eorthe. A purely nominative use of language subordinates sound to sense,
designating the semantic image as a higher and more universal unit of knowledge than the
sensory, phonetic stimuli.
The poem endows the ghostly voices with a kind of similitude and representation––we
could even say autonomy––when Howe expresses her own skepticism about their presence.
Contiguous with a recorded communication between the living and the dead, the text displays a
sort of bathetic self-awareness about its own histrionics. Whereas “Thorow” presents a voice
indecipherable from its others, the idiosyncratic voices of “one Labadist” and “one Cynic” are
audibly distinct. Howe maintains an equilibrium “between low comedy and lyric sanctity”
through frequent reference to poetic artifice––“To swim for the sake of rhyme,” “Frivolity step
to and fro”––as well as the Labadists’ self-assurance against the medium-speaker’s doubts: “Oh–
but how would you know,” “We needn’t dot any i’s/ We know what we know/ We needn’t dot
any i’s” (SLT 36, 52). This doubling of the lower-case i signals that “We” are not bothered about
the poet’s unbelief in their claims to a subjective “I” status. The epistemological assurance of the
souls is further emphasized in their self-knowledge: “We know what we know.”
Yet this knowledge is, again, represented as “blindness”––not a matter of “trust” but of a
truth that is audibly “Indifferent” to unbelief. The souls’ reality exists apart from any visual or
epistemological certainty:
“’Here we are’––You can’t
hear us without having to be
us knowing everything we
know––you know you can’t” (SLT 58).
It’s a trap the poet sets for herself, since, “what I am I must remain.” The medium-speaker as a
worldly “Cynic,” whose knowledge requires verification and conceptualization through sight,
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cannot possibly “hear us” without trading the world of seeing for “blindness.” What the ghostly
“we” knows exists in a separate form of knowledge, beyond the realm of sight. “Here we are”
might even be heard (in the patiently attuned ‘mind’s ear’) as an insistence upon a more
perceptual confirmation of Being––‘Hear, we are.’ The cynic’s mind trusts only what it sees, not
what it hears. Sound beckons our attention to the indeterminate and unseen outside. The
disjunctive reasoning creates a sense of “Indifferent truth” about knowing and Being: “It’s not
only that you’re not/ It’s what wills and will not” (SLT 67). The mind cannot will reality into
being, nor pretend to absolute certainty. It can only corroborate an experience of reality by
appealing to the senses.
Howe’s use of phrasal refrains and phonetic repetitions present the reader-hearer with an
awareness of the musical quality of patterned voice. “Song to Echo in stilt couplet/ I’ll thine and
mine strophe” (SLT 62). Rhythmically the poem wobbles unevenly as though it were walking on
literal stilts; we could also think of the voice as stilted in its self-conscious stammer. Allen
describes “Souls” as a “rhapsody” of multiple citations arranged in “percussive” rhythm, but
avers that this musical structure “refuses to coalesce so neatly” into any “harmonious whole”
(Allen 420). He uses stanza-page 31 as an example of this rhapsodic language, moving from the
sacred sounds of a chapel into a sort of jagged carnival procession, and landing at a “theatrical
flourish.” If we consider the passage in question for its prosodic features, the text seems to
construct a sort of stilted rhythm of out its own musical vocabulary:
“I’ll borrow chapel voices
Song and dance of treble
bass for remembrance StiltWalker Plate-Spinner air
piebaldly dressed heart’s
content embroidered note
Distant diapason delight” (SLT 31).
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A procession of accentual values combines the trochaic “I’ll bórrow chápel vóices/ Sóng and
dánce of tréble/ báss” with the dactylic rhythm of “Stílt-/ Walker Pláte-Spinner,” followed by the
iambic heart’s “contént embróidered nóte.” The final line produces a crooked, wobbly feeling in
the medial placement of “diápason” (a secundus paeon, or near-dactyl) flanked by the initial
trochaic and terminally iambic rhythms of “Dístant… delíght”. The effect is disorienting and
ungainly, anything but harmonious.
Howe’s vocal music seems to delight in its ungainliness. Allen reads “diapason” as a
reference to Campion’s The Lord Hay’s Masque but gives the OED’s definition as is fitting:
diapason––“the combination of parts or notes in a harmonious whole, properly in concord”
(Allen 421). Webster’s Third gives several meanings for “diapason” that refer to discrete yet
interrelated things: an “interval or consonance of the octave in Greek music,” a “burst of
harmonious sound,” the “entire compass of musical tones,” the “entire compass, scope, or range
(as of an activity or phenomenon),” as well as “a standard of pitch” as in the use of a “tuning
fork” (Webster’s 624). If the poem’s stilted, contrapuntal form does not strike us with a sense of
a “harmonious whole, properly in concord,” we can nevertheless hear a wavering scale of vowel
sounds reaching out to the “entire compass” of vocalic possibilities.
Allen notes the poem’s overriding feeling of sonic texture in which “the sound clusters
[rise] in your mouth, one word calling the next into being” (Allen 421). Certainly we can hear
the rising vowel cluster /oi/ in “voices… embroidered.” This rising may even hint at the final
line’s climb to the terminal long /i/ sound: “Distant” sounds a short-flat /i/ against the short-high
descent of “diapason,” arriving finally with a long /i/ in “delight”––spanning the “entire
compass” of /i/ sounds. Later in the poem, we find /i/ sounds rhythmically echoed with a shortlong-short-short-long-long-long pattern: “This sythe alone signifies time/ sometimes,” echoing
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the full word “time” in “sometimes.” We can also hear the range of /a/ sounds (ah, aa, ay, uh)
exploited in the construction “pall pickaxe/ paradox,” as well as an echo of the ‘k’ sound
‘pluralized’ by the two x sounds (SLT 36). As Allen stresses, “It is a difficult music, perhaps, and
the cadence of these broken utterances does not always fall where you would expect.” He
mentions that John Wilkinson, in the essay “The American Tract: Susan Howe,” complains of
“’little local satisfaction’ in these stilted lines,” but Allen contends, “this is a matter of taste as
well as scope” (Allen 419-20). The abstracted voice, used as an instrument of musical harmony,
is relatively free from the formal expectations of semantically charged speech. However, such
freedom comes with an expectation of vocal harmony. Howe’s break with the visual is also a
break with any fixed idea of concord or prescriptive tonality. Her music echoes the stuttering,
hesitant voices of the inarticulate.
“Souls” ends by supposing that such conceptless language hints have the power to direct
the course of history. As a cynical observer of both religious and historical claims to truth, Howe
often points to the mythical nature of both. “History and fiction have always been united in my
mind,” she says in one interview (B-M 158). The poem ends its musical progression by appealing
to history’s narrative of a mythic, singular “America,” who is wearing a “fantastic// cap full of
eyes.” She (America) will “lead our way as mind or ears,” but toward what? (SLT 70, emphasis
mine). Can the mind and ears work in tandem? Or do the habits of one exclude the whims and
chance of the other? For Howe, it seems that “the sound of what is thought,” dictated by history,
results in a polyphonic cluster of phonetic utterance that, lacking any complete picture or
narrative trajectory, achieves the abstract level of musical statement. But the inclusion and/or
representation of other voices must give air to their hesitations, their stilted and stammering
rhythm.
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Without over-simplifying, we can locate Howe’s stutter, rendered under “the pressure” of
other voices, within a tradition of radically discursive poetics. Troubled by the egocentricity of
lyric confessionalism, or other purely expressive modes of writing, the discursive poet discards
coherency in order to point to an experience of brokenness. An elliptical or fragmented quality
may often be used to express what is otherwise incommunicable using the normal,
communicative mode of speech. Andy Meyer (2012) asserts, “Howe’s poems get much of their
power from the extreme precision of what they don’t say.” Her disjunctive gaps and broken
syntax, he says, quoting Lyn Hejinian, work to “make the primary chaos… articulate without
depriving it of its capacious vitality” (Meyer 7). The chaos of primal indeterminacy is articulated
by this troubled speech.
Nathaniel Mackey (1993), commenting on the limping, stammering rhythms of William
Carlos Williams’ Man Orchid, describes its unevenness as a kind of “dance” in response to the
“anomalous beauty” of jazz trumpeter Bunk Johnson’s inexplicable performances. Entranced by
“the tormenting lure of anomalous beauty,” the poet responds with a “dance of deformation,”
(Mackey 241). This “anomalous beauty” is significant for Williams’ formulation of the “variable
foot,” which, although an incomplete theory, suggests for Mackey a correspondence with
limping, stuttering rhythms. He writes that what “limping, staggering, and stumbling are to
walking, stuttering and stammering are to speech,” and he quotes a clever association by
Theodore Thass-Thienemann: “Stammering and stuttering are perceived as speech im-pediments” (Mackey 246). Stuttering suggests hesitation. To compose in a swaggering meter or
speak directly a developed, coherent statement is to walk without limping.
Howe’s textual and prosodic stammering may not sound like the intonations of
“anomalous beauty” that Williams hears in Bunk Johnson’s music, but a passage from the poem
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“Frolic Architecture” provides an uncanny echo to Mackey’s association between stuttering and
limping:

Howe has “retained still some element” of a legible text from the “heavenly ether” of language.
If read aloud, the text sounds a bit like a stumbling over words: “lo/ th /am/ set/ gle/ tha/ eve/
saw/ chi/ you/ all/ ha/ str/ ter/ th/ Th” (TT 61). This also creates an impediment to seeing, an
obstruction to resolving the fragments into a linear, coherent meaning. Indeed, the subsequently
slashed (though more legible) line may even suggest that attempting to read these phonetic
scraps for the sake of conventional meaning will “fail you like a Broken Tooth or/ a foot out of
joint.” Perhaps the mouth and the feet are similar in that both suggest contact with place. Sound
in Howe’s work is intimately bound up with an attention to the local, to one’s locationality. In a
recent interview, Howe says, “[Charles] Olson showed me what I already knew by instinct… that
spirit traces in local landscapes resound in particular words on paper” (Paris Review, “The Art of
Poetry No. 97”). As we approach the acoustic landscape buried in Howe’s texts, we verbally
stammer, and cognitively stumble, over the linguistic detritus of a stuttering idiom.
Yet the stammering fragments of this new sequence, with its shards of words and letters,
escapes even our fundamental thinking about pronunciation. How does the listener-reader even
go about sounding the sprinkled glyphs of a half-y or a broken r, much less the various lines and
dots of illegible print that we find scattered throughout the sequence? Published in Howe’s latest
book THAT THIS (2010), “Frolic Architecture” is only the second poem to display this brand of
typographic cutting and splicing of warped textual appropriations––the first was “Fragment of
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the Wedding Dress of Sarah Pierpont Edwards,” from Souls of the Labadie Tract. Howe’s earlier
typographic collages (e.g. “Thorow” and A Bibliography of The King’s Book, or Eikon Basilike,
1989) typically maintain the integrity of words, letters and free-floating lines. In spite of its
seeming dissolution of vocalization, however, “Frolic Architecture” retains some legible pieces
of text, as though keeping us at the boundary between verbal and visual art.

As Marjorie Perloff notes, “Frolic Architecture” contains not a single original word.
Consisting mainly of “photocopied fragments from the diary of Jonathan Edwards’ sister Hannah
Edwards Wetmore,” the poem appropriates a variety of linguistic contexts. We sense multiple
voices (or multiple contexts for the same voice) ranging from the hymnlike––“who come weary
and heavy laden”––, to the narrative or journal-esque––“This held a day or two”; from the
potentially self-reflexive––“somewhat broken counterpoin/ […] haunts our being loosened fr/
vocalism and remembering of”––, to the catalogue-ish––“1379/ 151/ 379/ 1713-17”; from the
prophetic––“Remember Lot’s wife”––, to the Latin––“obliquis cinxit declivia ripis”––to the
simply unreadable and textually unreproduceable. If “Thorow” sets wildness against a
rationalized “positivist efficiency” and “Souls” aspires to the vocal abstraction of musicality,
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“Frolic Architecture” presents a sound that seems to reside somewhere beyond the vocal register.
Howe’s statement in an early interview, “Poetry is language stripped to its untranslatability,”
seems to characterize “Frolic” more aptly than any other of her works (Difficulties interview 19).
The poem approaches the limits of translatability as it reaches beyond the familiar bounds of
sayability.

How then are we to attend to the exchange between broken phrases and a cascade of
graphemic detritus? Should we ignore the utterly meaningless, inarticulate fragments and salvage
the remaining, legible scraps of sound? Is “s/ c/ ru/ an/ ons/ e c/ ly a/ in t/ is a/ r, i/ nd,/ t, t/
mus/ me/ lar/ er/ of/ pre” to be read with the same scrutiny as “nd remaining so insensible a/ ,
without one chain of thoug/ ng and covering the pages. Th”, or if not, which of these deserves
more attention (TT 81)?
On the one hand, many of the legible fragments seem to act as suggestive “language
hints” to the mind’s apprehension of acoustic perceptual stimuli. We are again met with the
inarticulate voices of Howe’s poetics:
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Here the “voices of a vast number of beings in/ y mind” become a more plausible (conceivable)
thing in contrast to the glyphic pieces, which have no semantic referents––“But a/ t dif/ my c/
sole/ o ha/ lace/ ewil/ rom/ dang/ whe/ con/ see” (TT 57). Yet at the center of the colliding texts
lies the shape of a single line split into two halves of semi-legible lines: a sliver of “had scarce
any definite ideas” sits atop “hear the sound. or rather t,” suggesting the perception of phonetic
stimuli in which the signatum of conceptual images has been elided. The readable text could
even be proposing its own self-effacement as a conceptual echo to the non-coherent, asemantic
field of letter and word fragmentation.
On the other hand, to consider the legible text as an index to or comment upon the nearby
field of glyphic material suggests a hierarchy of reading. Even the self-martyrdom of the legible
print, through which a knowable totality of statement is achieved, seems to outshine the very
constituent glyphic material of which it is made. The textual shards that “belonged to no body”
then are only significant insofar as they suggest an order wrought out of chaos.
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To read for semantic content only is to align the ‘mind’s ear’ with a “positivist efficiency” that
continues to suppress the “primal indeterminacy” of wildness and exclude the “anonymous,
slighted––inarticulate” features of written/spoken language.
This consideration of the field which surrounds a near-legible text brings us to the
obvious (thereby unacknowledged) presence which figures prominently in all of Howe’s poetry:
the blankness of the page which in a given Howe poem typically consumes three times as much
space as the print. The blank space of the page may figure as an infinitely open signifier. In the
Keller interview, Howe connects her excessive use of white space to an obsession with the
minimalist paintings of Ad Reinhardt, Agnes Martin and Robert Ryman, claiming that “the most
beautiful thing of all is a page before the word interrupts it,” and again, “Any mark or word
would be a corruption of that infinite purpose or purposelessness” (Keller interview). Brian Reed
describes Howe’s blank space as signifying “the deathless ocean––the Void/ the divine/
Language” and insists that “the words are like the evanescent sea foam that rides upon it”
(Reed). Thus language itself, whether semantic or purely phonetic, becomes an exception of
determined space that “interrupts” the “it” of indeterminacy, described as “that infinite purpose
or purposelessness.”
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The presence of an all-white page (TT approx. pg 60, the page itself unnumbered) could
therefore be read as one reads empty space: silently. Silence, like a blank page, can signify both a
purposeful withholding of speech––as is socially preferred in amid ceremony or prayer––and a
purposeless quiet––as when we have literally nothing to say. David Grubbs recounts a talk he
and Howe gave at the School of Art Institute of Chicago, in which Howe quoted German Fluxus
artist Joseph Beuys’ belief that “every mark on paper is an acoustic signal.” Howe said, “That is
something I truly believe. Every piece of a letter, every shape of a letter, every word, how words
are placed on the page, the minute you put a mark on a page, it’s acoustic” (Grubbs 190). There
is a distinction Howe’s compositions make, then, between the blank space of the page and the
unreadable “piece of a letter,” which she considers an “acoustic signal.” But if the page is silent
and the scattered glyphs of unknown letters cannot be uttered with any consistency, can there be
really be an audible counterpart to every “mark” on the page? Such questions may safely remain
unanswered. By now we have likely grown comfortable with unknowing.

The infinitely open signifier of white space presents an outside to the textual voice whose
articulations are half-erased, if at all legible. Beyond signification, only one visual element of the
text is given to consistent vocalization. But what is to be said about an ear that attends only to
recognizable (human) sounds? If we try listening to something else, something beyond the voices
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Howe has tried to “tenderly lift from the dark side of history,” to what are we attuned exactly?
The legible portion of the fragment above contains relatively coherent language that is “also
suggesting” something illegible and unsayable, yet something that can “also” be heard. The
almost-coherent text seems to ask us to consider the notion (itself visibly cut off, or ‘silenced’)
that there “is no dead and complete silen” (TT 81). The reader’s reaching ear may supply a
variety of plausible words––silence, silent, silencing––but our attention is inevitably fixed by a
notion (however abstract) of absence and inaudibility.
We might compare this elliptical statement with the idea of silence proposed by John
Cage. “When one enters an anechoic chamber, as silent as technologically possible in 1951,” he
writes in “Experimental Music: Doctrine” (1961), he (Cage) discovers that “one hears two
sounds of one’s own unintentional making (nerve’s systematic operation, blood’s circulation).”
In his attempt to hear “dead and complete silence,” Cage discovers that living, hearing subjects
are in fact incapable of perceiving any such absence. The “situation one is clearly in,” if we are
not deaf (and who can say what the deaf hear in the mind’s ear), “is not objective (soundsilence), but rather subjective (sounds only),” and we habitually discriminate between “those
intended and those others (so-called silence) not intended” (Silence 13-4). In a disjunctively
lineated essay on “Composition as Process,” Cage suggests that if we listen closely enough, “si-/
lence becomes some-/ thing else––no si-/ lence at all, but/ sounds, the ambi-/ ent sounds” that
surround us, and insists that musicians refer to the excluded, “ambient” sounds of their
environment as silence “on-/ ly because they/ do not form part/ of a musi-/ cal intention” (Silence
22-3). Again, Howe defies this selective approach by listening to the stutter “as a sounding of
uncertainty,” that which “is silenced or not quite silenced.” Silence becomes a wildly undefined
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presence when we have no use for it. It is this discarded and “anonymous” sound that Howe
wishes us to hear.

A near-legible fragment rests atop a slight (and “slighted”) strip of illegible fragments in
front of, or close behind, a transparent veil of blankness. As readers we read “nly heard as what
might h/ hat the mystery of the wo/ riginal wild unbounded place” and crane to squint or skim
the broken sequence “e ca/ te/ tia/ sta/ aur/ igu/ tib/ m/ ur/ ell/ do/ is/ t/ an/ n/ it/ e/ iu/ s a/ f/ en/
se/ at/ s” (TT 75). As hearers, we listen to the inner vocalizations uttered in the mind’s ear while
tuning out––yet receiving, unconsciously perhaps––the in-articulate, irruptive presence of
meaningless ambient noises around us. “Frolic Architecture” invites us to attend to the
“unbounded place,” a mysterious “empt/ e absolute” that is “loosened fr/ vocalism and
remembering of.” Once we begin to hear, we cannot avoid this intrusion of voices and noises
from the outside. In a poetics of listening, the point may have less to do with our ability to
recognize these disembodied sounds and more to do with our capacity to perceive them in the
mind’s ear with as much attention as we give to human speech or music. One approach to
reading-hearing Howe’s illegible field of word and letter fragments is to consider the extent to
which certain sounds signify a ‘something else’ that we have yet to discover. But this ‘something
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else’ remains hidden so long as we tune out the “silence” and noise in favor of a legible (because
intended) message.
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SECOND MOVEMENT
In this section I etch out some ethical, philosophical and phenomenological
considerations of a poetics of listening. Bringing Howe’s various trajectories into
correspondence with similar patterns of thinking, I assert that conscious listening provides an
approach to thinking that is both literally and allegorically open to less rational forms of
knowledge. This gestalt-free mode of thinking, through listening, grants significance to
“conceptless perspectives” as experienced in the more sensuous exchanges between mind and
world. Language and sound become not merely vehicles for semantic content, but visceral
stimuli that impress our minds and modify our attitude toward new experiences and ideas.
Through this indirect, perceptual mode of thinking, we may begin to understand the system of
relations that governs all production of knowledge. Above all, listening brings “similitude and
representation” to the “indifferent truth” of our shared fate with the other. We begin to notice
similarities between the inarticulate and ambient sounds of our environment and the constitutive
features of the human voice. This recognition allows us to break from a rationalist perspective of
“positivist efficiency” which cancels out seemingly insignificant noise for the sake of a
significant message. Essentially, we depart from this hierarchic distinction so that we may begin
to explore that hidden, “unbounded place” of absolute wildness latent in the everyday.
Howe has already begun to re-trace for her audience the sources of her engagements
with listening in figures like Thoreau, Dickinson, Jonathan Edwards and Wallace Stevens,
among others. What I hope to present is neither a formalized argument nor an exhaustive
analysis of these various contributions to her poetic practice. Instead I wish to let the mind’s ear
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give an air to their harmonies and dissonances, to let the imagination follow its echoic whims
and thereby arrive at something like a demonstration of associative thinking. This de-rationalized
form of exposition lets us encounter many trajectories and follow (or discard) them at will
without a fixed destination or terminus of developmental understanding.
Howe’s own essays break from the critical tradition of syllogistic statement by scouting
correspondences between texts and juxtaposing their contents in an associative manner with
minimal interference––even then she merely leads the reader down a hall of documentary
exhibits. Readerly inquiries become open-ended questions rather than deductively certain
propositions. Since I find this sort of process-explicit presentation mesmerizing, and since I also
feel my thinking clotted by the rigid assumptions of analytic syllogism, this section attempts to
echo Howe’s form of “associative logic” (Montgomery 155). Ideas are rendered in contiguous
juxtaposition, assuming a more participatory relationship with the reader built on the belief that
any selection of content will find relative correspondence within the reader’s idiosyncratic
context and/or produce a recognition of similarity among the ideas presented. Anyway it goes
without mentioning that a significant portion of thinking occurs in the gaps, in the margins and
between pages rather than within the determinate space of print.
+
“Words sounding as seen the same moment on paper will always serve as the closest I can come
to cross-identification vis-à-vis counterparts in a document universe. I’m only a gentle reader
trying to be a realist. Can you hear me?” (M 60-1).
+
We begin by considering the “stutter” as a tactical response to the confident, rational
voice articulating a historical “record of winners.” In an interview with Lynn Keller, Howe
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comments on the sonic nature of her compositional process: “In spite of all my talk about the
way the page looks, and particularly in regard to these pages constructed as if they were a sort of
drawing, strangely the strongest element I feel when I am writing something is acoustic” (Keller
interview). Howe’s writing bears an audibly disjunctive and rushed quality. Peter Nicholls
(1996) quotes from Howe’s essay “Encloser” in which she situates her own practice with an
antinomian tradition that necessarily “involves a fracturing of discourse, a stammering even.
Interruption and hesitation used as a force.” This hesitation, says Howe, results from a
“recognition that there is an other voice” to which she responds with “an attempt to hear and
speak it” (Nicholls 597). To hear and speak, to read and write, are necessarily overlapping and
simultaneous activities.
Howe’s writing is both a product and process of her reading––she considers herself a
Coleridgean “cormorant of libraries” and the majority of her text comes from other appropriated
texts (B-M 32). This overlapping effect is doubled when we consider that Howe’s reader (after
Barthes), is “no longer a consumer, but a producer of the text” (S/Z 4). Whether Howe is thinking
of the other hidden in the voice of the writer she is reading, or of the thinking voice of her own
reader, she hesitates. The text stutters as if listening and allowing us to speak.
Of course hearing and speaking with the other could also imply assimilating his/her/their
voice within an omnivorous (neo-liberal) process of naturalization where ‘difference’ is used to
calibrate the system into a rationally articulate (because multilingual) speaking machine. But
Howe is not interested in the possibility for a functional, assimilative message: “It’s the
brokenness that interests me.” Her insistence upon brokenness and “hesitation,” says Nicholls,
becomes an erasure of rational logic by “keep[ing] us on the verge of intelligibility.” As it
neglects directive logical statement, and thus rational positivism, the “failure to speak fluently
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becomes a strength as it sets up a resistance to conceptuality and dialectic.” Howe’s writing, he
says, “constantly courts the noncognitive” which thereby enacts “a kind of violence at the heart
of poetic language” (Nicholls 597). This violence can take many forms, from referential
indeterminacy “Thorow” to the self-effacing, inoperable means of statement in “Frolic
Architecture,” and beyond. Stuttering gives articulation to ‘something else’ in our language. This
indirect, hesitant mode of speaking offers Howe a de-rationalized poetic language which
precludes determinate knowledge in favor of other modes of thinking––e.g. ecstatic feeling,
inexplicable coincidence, and subversive play.
+
A loud, lone sound no other sound can tame;
Thou art pervaded with that ceaseless motion,
Thou art the path of that unresting sound––
-Percy Shelley, “Mont Blanc” (Version A)
+
We have yet to say what the simple act of hearing has to do with de-rationalizing
language, or why the ear is more capable than the eye of catching hidden articulations of
something else. After all, despite Howe’s shift from visual art to poetry in the early 1970s, she
says, “I've never really lost the sense that words, even single letters, are images.” She continues,
“The look of a word is part of its meaning––the meaning that escapes dictionary definition, or
rather doesn't escape but is bound up with it” (Keller interview). Her texts continue to make use
of the visual, as we have seen in the recent “Frolic Architecture.” Certainly vision is not the
enemy of complexity and depth. Or didn’t Cubism prove that the eye is capable of perceptions
beyond a strictly rational homogeneity of sight? And what is reading if not bound up with the act
of seeing?
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+
In her introduction to My Emily Dickinson (1985), Howe describes Thoreau’s fascination
with the Concord River as a symbolic force in his A Week on the Concord and Merrimack Rivers
(1849). “He liked to watch this current that was for him an emblem of all progress.” Howe cites
Thoreau’s resolve to “launch a boat from shore and let the river carry him” in order to express
her own symbolic force: “Emily Dickinson is my emblematical Concord River” (MED 7). In
Thoreau’s narrative about floating down the river (but also, through time), he learns a new mode
of seeing that exposes the field of vision to a subjective splitting of surface and depth. While
looking at the water he describes this new act of looking:
“We notice that it required a separate intention of the eye, a more free and
abstracted vision, to see the reflected trees and sky, than to see the river bottom
merely; and so are there manifold visions in the direction of every object, and
even the most opaque reflect the heavens from their surface. Some men have their
eyes naturally intended to the one and some to the other object.
‘A man that looks on glass,
On it may stay his eye,
Or, if he pleaseth, through it pass,
And the heavens espy’” (A Week 40).
This transcendental power of a “separate intention” for the eye (poetically rendered by George
Herbert) occurs throughout much of Thoreau’s writing. By noticing it, Thoreau exposes the
vulnerability of sight to tricks of the eye while reinforcing the mind’s capacity to direct the line
of sight beyond the rote appearances of the everyday.
The notion of a “separate intention” of our eyes suggests that we can exert more control
over the act of looking than is already associated with sight’s uncontested primacy of perception.
In the Journal, Thoreau writes, “it requires different intentions of the eye and of the mind to
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attend to different departments of knowledge! How differently the poet and the naturalist look at
objects! A man sees only what concerns him” (Journal, 9 Sep 1858). Although it remains a
flexible organ, here the eye appears self-absorbedly limited by its own power to control the
extent and duration of our “look”––sight is a culpable enabler of the man’s will to experience
“only what concerns him.” In Cape Cod (1865, posthumous) we find the transcendental organ
struggling to perceive clearly: “We discerned vessels so far off… only the tops of their masts in
the horizon were visible, and it took a strong intention of the eye… to see them at all, and
sometimes we doubted if we were not counting our eyelashes” (Cape Cod 934). In this instance,
the power of the eye is situated not by a force of will but by its proximity to objects. The eye,
however wielded by “intention,” fails to discriminate between the distant masts and its nearer
“eyelashes.”
The eye is a powerful and enabling force. It extends the will of the mind by delimiting its
reception of stimuli according to our desire for knowledge. It cannot see beyond its inherited
optical capacity, but it manages to help us find our way home, through the dim woods at night.
+
“Every statement is a product of collective desires and divisibilities. Knowledge, no matter how I
get it, involves exclusion and repression… When we move through the positivism of literary
canons and master narratives, we consign ourselves to the legitimation of power, chains of
inertia, an apparatus of capture” (B-M 45-6).
+
But look at this matter in other lights; weigh it in all sorts of scales
-Herman Melville, Moby-Dick; or, The Whale
+
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In his introduction to Modernity and the Hegemony of Vision (1993), editor David
Michael Levin argues that, “beginning with the ancient Greeks, our Western culture has been
dominated by an ocularcentric paradigm,” which he defines as “a vision-generated, visioncentered interpretation of knowledge, truth, and reality” (Levin 2). This sight-centric paradigm
exists in our Western imagination through a complex relation between the past and the present,
but it is most pronounced in our language. Language carries traditional assumptions down to us
by embedding itself in local usage and adopting metaphors into its literal and connotational
structure.
Hans Blumenberg’s contribution to Levin’s book provides a comprehensive
“metaphorology” of the dominant analogy between light and notions of clarity and
transcendence. Beginning with the use of darkness as a deception in Plato’s Cave allegory and
continuing through Augustine’s inner illuminatio to the present, Blumenberg corroborates
Levin’s thesis that Western thought––and especially, language––have been preconditioned to see
seeing as the primary test of truth.
He then juxtaposes the Greeks’ privileging of the eye with a Hebraic emphasis on hearing
as found both in “the Creation image of the Word calling out of the void” (the Word speaks
Light into being) and the Old Testament’s indicating the presence of God by a voice. Yet this
attention to ‘hearing’ gets subverted by the New Testament “harmonization with Greek theōria,”
in which “vision comes to represent a mode of eschatological finality” through the revelation of
God’s visible form at the day of Judgment (Levin 46-7). Later, with Descartes and Bacon, the
emergence of modern technological innovation appropriates light and vision as primary tools for
empirical observation and subjective insight (Levin 51-4). It is not for nothing we refer to the
Enlightenment as an ‘Age of Reason.’
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+
“Aren’t we the very same
as we long ago saw and
little by little thought of it
Oh partly––not altogether
it isn’t as if long ago––No
I mean the secret between
my age or any age––you” (SLT 51).
+
There is a way in which skeptical philosophers have gradually displaced this tacit
privileging of sight, questioning the shifting nature of ‘truth’ and thereby the relative value of
speculative (that is, visual) understanding. Levin’s introduction quotes a passage from Hannah
Arendt’s The Life of the Mind (1978) in which she insists, “Since [Henri] Bergson, the use of the
sight metaphor in philosophy has kept dwindling, not unsurprisingly, as emphasis and interest
have shifted entirely from contemplation to speech, from nous to logos” (Levin 2). In the
twentieth century, it is increasingly more apt to say that knowledge and understanding originate
outside of the mind rather than being merely produced within it. Indeed linguistic philosophers
like Ludwig Wittgenstein call our attention away from the Platonic notion that language bears
the inscription of thought, toward evidence that suggests our thinking more often contains
impressions of the codified structures of language.
+
Reality’s dark dream!
I turn from you, and listen to the wind,
Which long has raved unnoticed
-S.T. Coleridge, “Dejection: An Ode”
+
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From the perspective of language––here we notice the eye’s dominion (or, what is the
aural equivalent of “perspective”?)––we are locked in a conception of knowledge that privileges
the metaphoric primacy of sight. As Wittgenstein puts it in the Philosophical Investigations
(1953) “A picture held us captive. And we could not get outside it, for it lay in our language and
language seemed to repeat it to us inexorably” (Wittgenstein 41). Our terms and expressions
repeat in our minds the classical association between seeing and thinking. I need not recite
history’s multitude of ‘visionaries’ whose prescient eye transcends that of noble kings and sages.
Marshall McLuhan notes the tendency in English speakers to employ visual metaphors even
when they mean to express durational time: “we say thereafter when we really mean thenafter,”
and use “always” when what we mean is “at all times” (McLuhan 117). And yet sight, as a
metaphor of transcendent thinking, also suggests a path to power. To ‘oversee’ a system of
relations implies more authority than to ‘overhear’; staff in any business organization require the
astute clarity of a ‘supervisor’; the Vatican is not coincidentally known as the “Holy See,” etc.
+
Thoreau begins the “Sounds” chapter of Walden with a meditation on the idea of a
universal language: “But while we are confined to books… and read only particular languages,
which are themselves but dialects and provincial, we are in danger of forgetting the language
which all things and events speak without metaphor, which alone is copious and standard…”
(Walden 411). This language without metaphor which is “copious and standard” invites
Thoreau’s ear to consider his own voice in relation to the articulations of the forest. He
catalogues and muses on the sounds of birds and a nearby passing locomotive. The opening
transports us from the previous chapter, “Reading,” which seeks those presently “unutterable
things we may find somewhere uttered” elsewhere in the canons of world literature (Walden
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409). In “Sounds,” Thoreau extends his open thinking about literature to the sonic relations
around him, conceived as a hidden or forgotten language that speaks to us without any
conceptual or intelligible “metaphor.” This metaphorless language appears “copious and
standard” when compared to our language system of connecting verbal sounds to images or
ideas, as he says, “Much is published, but little printed.”
But Thoreau seems unwilling (or unable) to present this metaphorless language at the
beginning. His introduction continues, “The rays which stream through the shutter will be no
longer remembered when the shutter is wholly removed” (Walden 411). Immediately the soundlanguage that speaks “without metaphor” is introduced by a metaphoric image. And––not
surprisingly––the metaphor invokes “rays” of light to signify our “provincial” perception of this
language. Does Thoreau anticipate his readers’ inability to hear such metaphorless language?
Why must we subject the “copious and standard” language of Nature to a visual analogy? Is
Thoreau himself unable to experience knowledge without a conceptual image? Or could this be
an introductory gesture for the aurally uninitiated?
+
The linguistically recurrent paradigm of thinking-as-seeing conditions our preference for
a knowledge that is rational and “uniform.” As Marshall McLuhan states in The Medium is the
Massage (1967), “rationality has the connotation of uniformity and connectiveness.” He provides
a linguistic example in the expression, “I don’t follow you,” which generally means “I don’t
think what you’re saying is rational.” The visual (spatial) orientation of rational thinking is
preceded by the literal fact that the human eye perceives space as “uniform, continuous, and
connected” (McLuhan 44). McLuhan’s observations are important because they demonstrate the
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extent to which the rational mode of thought, as visualized, requires a necessary devaluation of
other perceptual modes of experience.
The rationalist conception of thinking-as-seeing succeeds insofar as it controls and/or
dispenses with these other perceptual processors that connect us with that ever-feared element in
the basest part of the soul: emotions. In The Republic, Plato censures the aurally seductive
imitations of poets; these imitations thrive by establishing “an evil constitution” in the soul,
where man is gratified by his “unthinking part,” straying from the clear light of truth. Whereas
the law teaches man to “be calm in his misfortunes and not to resent them,” poetry encourages
man to brood and lament his fate. The poet’s voice is a dangerous sound because it “makes [the
passions] rulers in us” and “nourishes them by watering what it ought to dry up” (Plato 404-7).
According to Plato, our less noble passions are activated by that “unthinking” part of
consciousness, the senses. This diminishing of the senses retains the sight-privileging metaphor
for knowledge while diminishing the physical act of seeing.
Don Ihde discusses the “diminution of sense” in his book, Listening & Voice: A
Phenomenology of Sound (1976). In Platonic Metaphysics, Ihde says, theoretical ideations
“assume the value of the ultimately ‘real’” in their Ideal forms “apart from all perceptual
experience” (Ihde 9). He locates another “diminution of sense” in the first book of Aristotle’s
Metaphysics in which sensation is ranked among the lowest form of knowing, being the highest
form of consciousness among the animals (basest creatures). Aristotle’s hierarchy of
consciousness advances from sensation through “memory, experience, art,” and finally
succeeded by the highest form of “theoretical knowledge,” which he calls “of the nature of
Wisdom.” However even for those who dwell in the lower spheres of the merely sensate, or in
“memory” or “experience,” it is assumed “we prefer seeing… to everything else,” simply
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because seeing helps us to discern the “many differences between things” (Aristotle 689-91).
Seeing is a discriminate sense that can immediately tell the wheat from the chaff. Here we recall
McLuhan’s description of visual space as “uniform, continuous, and connected.” The
“continuous, connected” visual field allows us to select what is necessary, enabling the
thoughtful man to see “only what concerns him.” At the outset, Western thinking thus gives us a
predilection for sight-as-knowledge that presupposes an inattentiveness to other fields of sensory
perception and, thus, other modes of knowledge.
+
Thoreau wants us to remove the “provincial” shutter of our mind that repeats the
conventional modes of thinking and living that keep us in “quiet desperation.” “No method nor
discipline can supersede the necessity of being forever on the alert,” he writes in “Sounds.” He
then asks,
“What is a course of history or philosophy, or poetry, no matter how well
selected… or the most admirable routine of life, compared with the discipline of
looking always at what is to be seen? Will you be a reader, a student merely, or a
seer? Read your fate, see what is before you, and walk on into futurity”
(Walden 411).
Thoreau’s edict supposes the mind’s eye is enshrouded in darkness, in the shutters of
conventional thinking. But while we are encouraged to stay “forever on the alert,” his
perpetuation of the visualist metaphor––“Read your fate, see what is before you”––repeats a
classical association between the acts of seeing and penetrative thought. He removes the shutter
only to replace it with another. The removal reveals light as it re-veils thought. While we have
been directed toward a more open view of what can be seen, our “alert”ness remains grounded in
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the primacy of vision. We are still in the “routine” of “looking always at what is to be seen,”
ignoring more sensuous and unseen modes of perceptual thinking and being.
+
Jonathan Edwards was moved by the formal properties of words in scripture to excite a
sensuous response that, in the essay “Personal Narrative” (1765), he calls an “inward sweetness”
and, alternately, an “inward ardor” of the soul. He attributes this “delightful conviction” to
reading scriptural passages “that used, as it were, to carry me away in my contemplations; in
what I know not how to express otherwise, than by a calm, sweet abstraction of soul from all the
concerns o[f] this world” (Edwards 390, 388). Edwards felt his thoughts illuminated by language
unto to a state of divine contemplation and ecstatic consciousness of the natural world. His vision
of “Holiness” is manifest in the likeness of natural objects, “and that it made the soul like a field
or garden of God, with all manner of pleasant flowers” (Edwards 390). This connection between
words and thoughts, between natural and divine things, suggests to Edwards that language might
produce a synthetic union between the mind and “the Word.”
Edwards applied his emotional response to language as a vehicle for promoting religious
fervor in the revivals of the 1730-40s Great Awakening. It was this “rhetoric of sensation,” as
Perry Miller calls it, which inflamed the more rationalist preachers of Edwards’ time. Miller’s
essay on Edwards in Errand Into the Wilderness (1956)––an important reference-point for
Howe’s writing, cf. the first “Errand” section in Souls of the Labadie Tract––suggests that while
Edwards denies purely “aesthetic” reactions to words stripped of “intelligibility,” for him it is
primarily “by the word” that ideas “can be engendered in the mind, and that when the word is
apprehended emotionally as well as intellectually, then the idea can be more readily and more
accurately conceived” (Errand 181).
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+
Howe weaves Edwards firmly into the tapestry of Emily Dickinson’s mental and spiritual
life. In My Emily Dickinson, she describes how John Locke’s Essay Concerning Human
Understanding (1690) influenced Edwards’ ideas about the sensuous connections between
language and thought. Locke’s idea of “the Universe as organized around the act of perception,”
says Howe, compelled Edwards to consider the emotional charge of words. As Howe describes
it, “words are annexed to reality by sensation, facts charged with meaning by an intelligence
behind them” (MED 49-50). Dickinson, in Howe’s reading, employs this emotional charge in her
hesitant pauses and syntactic disjunctions.
+
Edwards’ language is unique in that it impresses its reader-listeners with an
intuitive/emotional (or “Sensible”) content as well as intellectual (or “Speculative”)
understanding (Errand 179). We can experience this sensuous quality in his “Personal Narrative”
essay (from which Howe derives the title of her own “Personal Narrative”) where we are swept
up in a torrent of paroxysm, melodic refrains like “inward sweetness” and “I know not how to
express,” and (often repetitive) accretions of adjectival phrases: “majesty and meekness joined
together: it was a sweet and gentle, and holy majesty; and also a majestic meekness; an awful
sweetness; a high, and great, and holy gentleness” (Edwards 388). Divine attributes echo (stutter)
and spill into and out of Edwards’ language. For Edwards, as for Howe, words carry a visceral,
sensuous meaning in addition to an intelligible, speculative content or idea. As Perry Miller puts
it, “[Edwards] went so far as to distinguish the emotional from the intellectual apprehension by
calling it the truly ‘sensible’ method, and to whisper to himself in the seclusion of his study,
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‘Perhaps this distribution of the kinds of our knowledge into Speculative and Sensible, if duly
weighed, will be found the most important of all’” (Miller 179).
+
Instead of using language merely to express an image or idea, Edwards infuses his words
with a knowledge tied to the feelings, to the emotional content of his ideas. This was what made
his sermons like “Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God” (1741) so effectively terrifying.
Thinking of Edwards’ attention to the sensuous nature of words, Howe writes,
“If language imposes on the understanding names which familiarity has deadened,
how does a minister preach a sermon when words and images have become
predictable? Ideas must be stripped to their essence, rhetorical embroidery torn
off” (MED 50).
By using words “stripped to their essence,” Howe does not mean discarding the phonetic sound
for the sake of a pristine, semantic ‘meaning,’ but rather the “essence” of their acoustic shape,
their phonological impact in the ear. A physiological response to the immediacy of sound
precedes the mind’s conceptual stitching of “rhetorical embroidery.” Howe argues that
Dickinson adopted “both [Edwards’] legend and his learning, tore them free from his own
humorlessness,” and then “applied the freshness of his perception to the deadweight of American
poetry as she knew it” (MED 51).
+
While Howe’s textual indications and acoustic enactments of sound take many forms,
belying many objectives, her work is often concerned with the location of a node between the
significant and the seemingly insignificant. Implicit in her mythic project lifting “tenderly from
the dark side of history, voices that are anonymous, slighted––inarticulate” is a concern for
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unheard and potentially repressed messages. The content of such messages has been unutterably
lost, and yet Howe seeks to reclaim what she refers to in Articulation of Sound Forms in Time as
“Muffled discord from distance/ mummy thread undertow slough” (S 32). The sound of
“discord” (perhaps even discourse) gets muffled through historical distance. Meaning is lost,
wrapped in the preferred signification of an event in time. Conflicting narratives, accounts and
signals have been erased or rewritten––in effect, silenced.
+
In her own “Personal Narrative,” published in Souls of the Labadie Tract, Howe
describes the sensuous power of words when displaced and perceived in new contexts. The essay
discusses her writing of an earlier work Articulation of Sound Forms in Time (1987) that was
revised and collected in the same book as “Thorow,” Singularities (1990). In Articulation, itself
an “aria out of hearing,” Howe employs sometimes “jerky and tedious” language of appropriated
words with “crucified spellings,” words with “soil sticking to their roots” (S 31; SLT 16). The
transplanting of words suggests a new growth out of old soil clinging to their etymological roots.
Here we hear Thoreau’s description in “Walking” of the poet articulating wildness:
“He would be a poet… who nailed words to their primitive senses… derived his words as
often as he used them—transplanted them to his page with earth adhering to their
roots;— whose words were so true, and fresh, and natural that they would appear to
expand like the buds at the approach of spring, though they lay half smothered between
two musty leaves in a library” (Essays 244, emphasis mine).
Howe’s “Personal Narrative” echoes more of Thoreau than (as its title would suggest) Jonathan
Edwards. Her statement “I wished to speak a word for libraries as places of freedom and
wildness” is an explicit echo of Thoreau’s “Walking,” which begins, “I wish to speak a word for
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Nature, for absolute freedom and wildness” (SLT 16). Howe wishes to express Thoreau’s
“yearning for Wildness” through the “jerky and tedious” texture of her poetry and prose.
In her early writing, Howe says, she believed in “an American aesthetic of uncertainty
that could represent beauty in syllables so scarce and rushed they would appear to expand though
they lay half-smothered in local history” (SLT 16). Thus Howe’s appropriations bear “crucified”
[mis]spellings of words which depart from their standardized American English forms. These
archaic (and, importantly, phonetic) spellings look and sound as wayward testimonies breathed
by the dead.
+
“Philology heaped in thin
hearing
Cult code mediation” (S 29).
+
Howe’s “Personal Narrative” presents a retroauditory consideration of her past poetics
but also a listening-forward that anticipates her engagements with both textual and performative
sound. She describes the deliberately unsettling visual and sonic elements of her poetry thus:
Each page is both picture and nonsense soliloquy replete with transgressive
nudges. It’s a vocalized wilderness format of slippage and misshapen dream
projection. Lots of blank space is essential to acoustically locate each dead center
phoneme and allophone tangle somewhere between low comedy and lyric
sanctity. (SLT 18, emphasis mine)
The paragrammatic word play of her earlier work suggests a “low comedy” of surprise but also
the “sanctity” of the sensuous feeling of word sounds. The sounds of Howe’s wrested words
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carry vocalic and connotational weight beyond their original forms. Meanings split and spill into
the mind’s ear through a serial juxtaposition of phonemic suggestions.
She discusses the force of a single word, “Prest,” which occurs in the opening blockstanza of Articulation. The unorthodox spelling suggests a rushed pronunciation and potentially
gives the mind’s ear something more to hear. Howe claims that her spelling, “P r e s t” gives an
“effect of rushing forward into a syntactic chain of associative logic under pressure of arrest.”
The disorienting look and sound of the word, she says, presents a kind of tripping or stutter, “a
mind disposed to try but being upset in advance of itself by process of surrender” (SLT 18). Such
spellings, Howe suggests, present “Cries open to the words inside them/ Cries hurled through the
woods” (SLT 18). The combined accented syllables of pressure and arrest might also express the
poet-historian’s dilemma: how to sound the voices of the past when listening requires one to be
silent. Howe fuses two opposite actions in a single, archaic-looking word.
+
In the Lynn Keller interview, Howe notes her early obsession with abstract art, quoting
the early twentieth-century Russian painter and theorist Kasimir Malevich: “Under Suprematism
I understand the supremacy of pure feeling in creative art” (Keller interview). Pure feeling, as
merely another mode of knowledge, figures prominently in Malevich’s “Suprematism”
manifesto (1927). In the mid-1920s, Malevich is lauding the art world for its recognition of the
“infallibility of nonobjective feeling.” For the Suprematist painter, the nonobjective quality of
pure feeling holds a deeper significance than the mind’s failed attempt at objectivity, which is
“meaningless”; similarly, any idealized depiction of objects as “likenesses of reality,” he says, is
also meaningless.
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Meaning, for Malevich, has more to do with the subjective emotion conveyed by a work
of art than any conceptual image or idea. Images and visual phenomena in general are, he says,
meaningless. In experience, the familiar “contours of the objective world” gradually dissolve
“until finally the world… becomes lost to sight.” This loss of objective seeing results in an
imageless desert containing nothing but “the spirit of nonobjective sensation with pervades
everything” (Malevich 667-8).
Without conflating the concerns of Malevich with those of various Language writers in
the 1970s-80s (because they are quite different) this desertion of figural and representative
painting becomes mirrored, or echoed rather, when writing becomes expressive not of ideas or
images, but of its own innate materiality that can be visibly and audibly sensed by the writerreader. We might describe the parallel as the emphatic shift from a symbolic to a contiguous
mode of signification in the employment of visual and verbal materials. What is conveyed is less
a picture or conceptual image of a familiar thing than a discursive or experiential engagement
with the thing (and language experienced as a thing).
An important result of this contiguous signification is the escape from prescribed or
intentionally fixed meaning. The viewer-reader will potentially have her own experiential,
localized engagement with meaning production. Indeed it is less likely that we can divine
Malevich’s exact “feeling” in the black square, or the ‘original’ impulse that led Howe to write
the line, “omen
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bray”, than that these shapes and sounds can be sensibly felt (and attached significance) by an
observer within her contextual situation (S 13). In her shift from painting to writing, Howe
retained her preference for a kind of sensuous knowledge which is open to meaning without
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images. Language, in its verbal rather than visual nature, compels us to experience “conceptless
perspectives.”
+
The outlines of being and its expressings, the syllables of its law:
Poesis, poesis, the literal characters, the vatic lines,
Which in those ears and in those thin, those spended hearts,
Took on color, took on shape and the size of things as they are
And spoke the feeling for them, which was what they had lacked.
–Wallace Stevens, “Large Red Man Reading”
+
Howe describes her own writing process as involved with an attention to the sensuous
quality of words. “Beauty, harmony, and order,” she writes, “are represented by the arrangement
and repetition of particular words on paper.” The particular words, their “arrangement and
repetition” convey a sense of harmony that eludes descriptive intelligibility. While reading
Edwards’ “Narrative,” and Stevens’ poetry, Howe says she feels “the inexpressible sense of
affection Edwards describes when referring to his reading as an ecstatic union between nature
and scripture” (“Choir” 52). According to Howe, Edwards, who “didn’t write in verse, but had
the imagination of a poet,” employs language with “arbitrary often musically patterned sound”
(“Choir” 53, 60). As we have experienced in “Souls of the Labadie Tract,” this musicality of
language evokes more emotional charge than it does any consistent or clear semantic content.
The reader of Howe’s essays comes in contact with an “inexpressible affection” because
her extensive quotation (and considerate ear for harmony between disparate ideas) registers a
sense of awe. If from a distance we can say anything about her process-explicit form, it is that
the experience of reading is always connected to an encounter with beauty and typically less
involved with any defined truth content.
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In her essay “Choir answers to Choir: Notes on Jonathan Edwards and Wallace Stevens,”
Howe reveals a confluence of thought among two thinkers with radically different conceptions of
the world. By conveying their shared aspect of an intensified feeling through and of words,
Howe provides a rather unexpected subject-rhyme. Her thought reaches beyond their divergent
ideas of truth and explores how each perceives beauty, especially in the sound of language. As
she claims of Dickinson, so can we argue of Howe: “Her talent was synthetic” (MED 28).
+
They sang desiring an object that was near,
In the face of which desire no longer moved
–Stevens, “Credences of Summer”
+
The presence of pure feeling, absent from speculative knowledge, results in a formless
vacuum. The “inexpressible” affection in Edwards’ writings appear to Howe as “Melodic
fragments [which] balance at an indifferent point approaching nothingness” (“Choir” 59). Her
experience of their fragmentary, melody echoes Edwards’ own experience of his soul’s
obliteration in the “Narrative.” Writing about his contemplation of a divine “excellency” that is
“great enough to swallow up all thought and conception,” Edwards suddenly feels the soul’s
“ardency to be… I know not otherwise how to express, than to be emptied and annihilated”
(Edwards 394).
For Howe, this is the “ecstatic union” between the real and unreal felt in the sounds of
words, empty of semantic content or definite truth. Sounds give an inner delight, and this light
(more beauty than truth) has the power to flood over “all thought and conception.” The visceral
sense of language momentarily eviscerates its capacity for direct ‘meaning.’ Despite Edwards’
Lockean hope to connect word sounds to their ideational meanings, Howe’s reading seems to
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override the process of conception, liberating the “arbitrary often musically patterned sound” to
its own wave of flux and diffusion.
Stevens supplies Howe with such reverence for harmony between the real and unreal
(also, the Imagination) that Edwards’ Lockean distinction of sensuous sound and speculative
sense altogether disappears. Sound is not simply means to signification but a thing in itself.
Throughout Stevens’ poetry we find the mind struggling (and failing) to convert sensory stimuli
into a ‘meaning’ful gestalt of knowledge.
The title of Stevens’ long poem An Ordinary Evening in New Haven (1950) concerns,
among other things, how to articulate the plain fact of what one sees. But the sound of
articulation, in the form of repeating and reconnoitering statement, dominates the poem,
subverting any final sense of a derivative ‘content’: “We keep coming back and coming back/ To
the real” (Stevens 402). To give a sounded sense of this repetitious quality, Howe skips the
opening triplet’s first two lines––“The eye’s plain version is a thing apart,/ The vulgate of
experience…”––and quotes only the third which for her exemplifies the poem’s acoustically
reiterative quality. “A few words, an and yet, and yet––“. The poem’s line actually repeats the
“and yet” thrice, but Howe’s point is simple. An objectification of the phrase “and yet” (a
deferral of closure) is achieved both by discrete repetition and by the homophony of the
indefinite article: “an and yet.” The poem’s reiterative quality is suggested by this repetition of
the short sound of the vowel a.
+
While in the woods at Walden Pond, Thoreau begins to discover sounds not as signans,
pointing to a meaningful signatum, but as things in themselves. He objectifies the echo as, “to
some extent, an original sound.” He suggests the sound itself “is not merely a repetition of what
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was worth repeating in the bell, but partly the voice of the wood” (Walden 420). This
objectification of sound occurs at the expense of the hearer’s desire for determining its source
and, thus, significance.
Human voices become entangled, and nearly indecipherable, from the articulations of
Nature. Thoreau hears the “distant lowing of some cow” and, at first, mistakes it for “the voices
of certain minstrels by whom I was serenaded.” This association, he says, is not “satirical,”
insisting there is a sincerely audible consonance of voice: “They were at length one articulation
of Nature” (Walden 420-21). He then meditates on the sound of whippoorwills, owls, and
bullfrogs. While personifying these sounds according to their effects on his mood––the screech
owls’ “low spirits and melancholy forebodings,” the bullfrogs’ “solemnly grave, mocking at
mirth”––he attempts to transcribe them into human language.
The sounds Thoreau hears can be conceived after humankind’s own image. The frogs’
“Tr-r-r-oonk, tr-r-r-oonk” signifies the “sturdy spirits of ancient wine-bibbers and wassailers,
still unrepentant.” The hooting owls’ “Hoo hoo hoo, hoorer hoo” is imbued with the presence of
“ghouls and idiots and insane howlings.” Even the screech owls’ calls are translated into English
words: “Oh-o-o-o-o that I never had been bor-r-r-r-n!” By passively hearing, and actively
recording, their echoes in his mind, Thoreau begins to realize the “natural” condition and thinglike constitution of his own voice. The hooting owl is not merely a sound perceive, but rather “as
if she meant by this to stereotype and make permanent in her choir the dying moans of a human
being” (Walden 422-23). This form of listening still searches after ‘meaning’ in sounds, but it at
least attends to their natural presence.
The acoustic trace bears a likeness in both human and inhuman voices. As a signans we
may distinguish one voice from another from other voices. But Thoreau, like Stevens, points to
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the ear’s prejudice for sense-making, for deciphering significant “speech” from background
noises and disturbances. He restores the autonomy of sounds by acknowledging their separate
existence in Nature, apart from our speculative desire for interpretation.
+
Section IX of Stevens’ An Ordinary Evening supports this attention to the thingness of
sound: “We seek/ The poem of pure reality, untouched/ By trope or deviation, straight to the
word.” The articulation itself becomes a “thing” observed. Stevens describes the “word” as “the
transfixing object” which is perhaps most meaningful “At the exactest point at which it is itself,/
Transfixing by being purely what it is” (Stevens 402). The poet is transfixed by the he sensuous
texture of the word sound, as it echoes in the mind’s ear, rather than any conceptual “trope or
deviation” from the word itself.
Howe follows her brief quote from Stevens––“an and yet”––with her own echo of this
objectified language: “The word is gone out of me and will not return––and you know or rather
you can’t know. Active in all––passive in none––but passive in all.” Who or what is the active
force in the moment of composition? For Howe, words sound as sensuous objects separate from
our speculative understanding, from our desire to know. The poem discovers its own agency and,
“by self-moving power,” begins to speak with its own sense of voice.
This self-propulsion demands our hearing without knowing. As Howe puts it, “a poem
must banish its author” (“Choir” 53). Articulation fails only in its attempt to render a scene in
language. Language articulates and renders its own images and sounds. If the poet speaks
honestly about her use of language, it is the poem which itself enacts voice. As Steve McCaffery
puts it, language “speaks through us more than we actively produce within it” (McCaffery 13).
The agency of words precedes that of the poet.
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+
The mysterious presence of sound without sense, or precise meaning, may be heard as
“Chaos” to the civilized ear, yet Howe connects the phenomenon to a natural order, one that
exists without the “positivist efficiency” of “Bearer law my fathers.” In an interview with
Edward Foster she insists, “there has to be some order if only order in disorder.” This segment of
the interview breaks into a stutter revealing hesitation, “words and sounds are… they reach up
out there. A little flicker in silence… a signal” (B-M 163). The inarticulate “words and sounds”
she selects is conceived not as a lack of order but as a search for that “perfect primeval Consent,”
the sense of multiple orders which overlap in time. Howe describes her experience with
appropriating various literary and historical articulations: “I sit quietly at my desk and let various
things––memories, fragments, bits, pieces, scraps, sounds––let them all work into something.
This,” she says, “has to do with changing order and banishing categories. It has to do with
sounds in silence” (B-M 164).
+
Hearing replaces inertial knowledge (as in the stability of determinate forms and images)
with a transitive sense of knowing. The self becomes a site of relations and perceptions of the
outside rather than a province of certain knowing. As Howe writes in the essay “Incloser,”
“Strange translucencies: letters, phonemes, syllables, rhymes… alliteration, assonance, meter,
form a ladder to an outside state outside of States. Rungs between escape and enclosure are
confusing and compelling” (B-M 46). Whereas vision sets the observer on a course for
connecting what is seen with what is known, the ear presents an immense world of connections
and relations existing beyond the mind’s ken, a world of things that penetrates us without the aid
of a transcendental eye. Paradoxically, the speculative knowledge of rationalism functions to
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separate us from the world, to reduce it to a consumable image. When we are open to an influx
of sensuous knowledge the sheer quantity of audibly self-operative relations disturbs our sense of
mastery, evading the selective procedures of the eye: its directed glance and closing eyelids.
For Howe, silence is often associated with political and religious persecution of deviant
thinking and (especially) speech. She describes New England’s church fathers in the 1630s who
“considered themselves divine instruments committed to the creation of a holy commonwealth.”
For Howe, the 1636 “antinomian controversy” of Anne Hutchinson’s trial bespeaks the fathers’
fierce commitment to regulating how doctrine should be articulated. Howe quotes one of
Hutchinson’s accusers, Hugh Peter, who insists, “You have stept out of your place, you have
rather bine a Husband than a Wife and a preacher than a Hearer” (B-M 52).
Defying this prescriptive notion of the “Wife” as not fit to be “preacher” but instead
remain a “Hearer,” Howe responds with a de-centered mode of hearing, one which listens to
recalcitrant, sophist play of semantic multiplicities spoken within a single word. “Words sound
other ways,” she writes, “I hear short-circuited conviction” (B-M 50). Thus the narrative of
political “Silence” takes the form of a woman, removed from the religious community to which
she felt she belonged. “Silence becomes a Self. Open your mouth./ In such silence women were
talking” (B-M 50). Howe’s mode of hearing imagines a presence within “Silence” that carries
messages “waiting from forever to be spoken.”
+
Don Ihde’s Listening & Voice: A Phenomenology of Sound (1976) discusses what he
calls the “auditory field” as characterized by two primary features: surroundability and
directionality. Whereas musical sound events tends to surround us, erasing the direction of their
source, the sound of everyday noises, such as chirps or hammering, tend to leave a generally
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recoverable trace of their source direction. Yet this sonorous bivalence, he argues, is relative. If
examined objectively, both qualities are in fact “co-present.” The two features have significance
for the listener in relation to both her physical and sensory (that is, attuned listening) orientation
(Ihde 76-7). Ihde cites experiments by Georg von Békésy in which “Constant tones, even
modulating tones” seem to encompass the listener with a “less directional presence” while
“clicking sounds” tend to strike us as “the highest degree of directional intentional fulfillment”
(Ihde 77). A hammering ‘noise’ may strike us as ‘rattling’ if we are not the worker closely intent
on the act of building.
+
Howe describes an experience akin to “telepathic” correspondence while reading
Stevens’ poetry. “I feel as if a soul has power to imagine nonexistent things and can pass from
one body into another.” By way of (perhaps unsuccessful) explanation, she directs us to his use
of sound: “Listen to the dramatic way in which the three opening tercets of ‘The Owl in the
Sarcophagus’ successively put themselves forward like the branches of a tree” (“Choir” 56). The
passage contains an example of Stevens’ literal repetitions and analogic correspondence:
“Two forms move among the dead, high sleep
Who by his highness quiets them, high peace
Upon whose shoulders even the heavens rest”
The particular message or meaning of the passage remains unclear because Howe chooses to skip
exegesis. Interpretation is not the point or, rather, is only beside it.
Howe writes, “It is hard not simply to say, ‘Here, look at this, or listen to this line––.’”
She would prefer to let quotations resonate and echo without interruption or interpretation
because “no matter how many theoretical and critical interpretations there are, in the end each
new clarity of discipline and delight comes down to inexplicable intricacies and ecstasies of
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form” (“Choir” 52). She is more concerned with the sensuous textures, the “delight,” that words
convey in and of themselves, without a conceptualizing or elucidating function.
“Understanding,” she tells us, “isn’t something that belongs to reason. Understanding comes to
pass as an outward sign of inward grace.” That which is inwardly felt is the ‘true’ thing that
others see as a “sign,” as something to interpret. She continues, “The feeling of union and bliss I
get while reading ‘The Owl in the Sarcophagus’ is intuitive. Delight springs from the sense of
fluid sound patterns that phonetic utterance excites in me” (“Choir” 57). For Howe, the most
impressive ‘meaning’ of the poem lies in the sensuous nature of the words that, by remaining
“inexplicable,” she knows indirectly.
+
Howe finds her own process prefigured in Thomas Shepard’s 1637-1640 transcriptions of
“the testimonies of faith” by applicants for colonial citizenship and (therefore) church
membership. She asks, unanswerably, “Did Thomas copy these doubting testimonies of faith
while he was listening” to their spoken articulations, or did he, a preacher and sermon writer,
“among other spoken or written literary productions, recompose these confessions?” that is, in
the “commingling communion” of his memory? (B-M 65). The question is an important one
when we consider the human tendency for “selective hearing.” Do we hear all of what a person is
saying or does it “commingle” with our associative connections and mental signatum?
In her essay on the textual history of Thomas Shepard’s manuscripts (1630s), Howe
describes their disjunctive quality of broken-off beginnings and unfinished conclusions as a
signal of hesitation. She describes his manuscripts as being pervaded by multiple voices, from
the literal multiplicity of “Confessions” (which he transcribed for others’ admission to the colony
of New England) to the doubling and multiplying of his own writing, which often reads as a
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textual stutter. The text’s ‘stutters’ are syntactically broken into what may be perceived as many
voices in Shepard’s writings on the “vast difference betwixt a sincere Christian and the closest
Hypocrite.” Howe asks, “Hypocrite grace?” as if to suggest Shepard’s struggle with discerning
false or hypocritical confessions given for church membership. “The Pastor’s doubt infiltrates
each voice. Apprehension invades writing,” Howe says. She provides a portion of the Pastor’s
unedited prose: “If no hope in this life, of all men most miserable; some young ones think it is
too soon; old men that are near do it; many have businesses, and can not; can not you carry it to
the fields…” (B-M 65). The ‘stutter’ is unmistakably distracted, wandering from subject to
predicate in a disjunctive pattern (or non-pattern) of sound. The minister’s hesitant voice amid
his investigations leads Howe to ask, “After Shepard, what is truth? We cannot know.”
The “silencing” that was enacted by church fathers extends to the tradition of scholarly
editing. As Howe points out, the stutter in Shepard’s prose cannot be heard in the volumes edited
for publishing, they can be read only in the original manuscript form. Howe notes, “The minister
made no revisions in this unsettled account of his individual existence. Rational corrections by
editors lie in wait” (B-M 59). She contends that “later well-meaning editors have effaced the
disorderly velocity” of Shepard’s “evangelical enthusiasm.” These well-meaning erasures were
motivated by a simple consideration: “For readability” (B-M 69).
+
Ihde’s researches into the “auditory field” acutely reveal a semantic function within our
attention to sounds––or whether or not we find them significant. The directionality of noise, such
as the chirping of a bird, can disappear depending on how desirable we find the sound. Ihde
employs the analogy of a hunter, “intent upon bagging his game,” who ignores the “musical
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sonority of the bird song, not because it isn’t there, but because it is the direction and location of
his prey which motivates him” (Ihde 78). This focus of attention can be altered, he says:
“If I put myself in the ‘musical attitude’ and listen to [the bird’s] sound as if it
were music, I may suddenly find that its ordinary and strong sense of
directionality, while not disappearing, recedes to such a degree that I can
concentrate upon its surrounding presence.”
Ihde claims the reverse can also be accomplished. We can, “perversely, perhaps,” locate the
directionality of an orchestra while being “immersed in the sound,” especially if it does not
appeal to our taste in music (Ihde 76-7). Thus significance is a matter of––we might say, it
primarily depends upon––the sensibility and awareness of the hearer.
+
Stevens’ essay “The Noble Rider and the Sound of Words” discusses, among other
things, the relation of sound to sense, and how their ‘meaning’ is contained less in the semantic
idea than in the acoustic shape itself. Howe quotes from a passage where Stevens describes the
human tendency to actively mold words into significant order. “’The deepening need for words
to express our thoughts and feelings which, we are sure, are all the truth that we shall ever
experience,” begins the sentence, indicating the experiential “truth” of thoughts and feelings,
“makes us listen to words when we hear them, loving them and feeling them, makes us search
the sound of them, for a finality, a perfection, an unalterable vibration.’”
In this curious observation by Stevens, words are not merely senseless vehicles for
thought, but immanently charged with their own expression, their own significant potential. This
natural charge within words themselves converts the act of speaking––directing, asserting––into
an act of listening to––receiving, feeling, discovering––an unintended “finality, a perfection, an
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unalterable vibration.” Not surprisingly, Stevens’ poetry is important to Howe not through its
clever symbolism but through its lyric evasion of symbolic potentiality. “For me, immense
perspectives of the eye occur in phonically unexpected word order. ‘This is form gulping after
formlessness––‘” (“Choir” 57-8). While Howe still works very actively in the visual field, her
associative logic (and illogic) is very deeply rooted in an “inner relation” of sound to sense.
+
“Perception crumbles under character
Present past of imminent future
Recollection moves across meaning
Men shut their doors against setting” (S 33).
+
Stevens’ insistence on the thingness of sound is informed by the experiential soundscape
of his own time. In a poem titled “The Creations of Sound,” from the earlier Transport to
Summer (1947), Stevens renders the poet as a nameless, passive medium of the active will of
sound. The poet, called simply “X”, is rather an “obstruction, a man/ Too exactly like himself.”
The “music” of X’s poetry “came to him of its own,/ Without understanding, out of the wall// Or
in the ceiling, in sounds not chosen.” The specific sources of these sounds––however
autonomous they may be to the listening poet––are most likely electric. Peter Middleton in his
essay, “The ‘Final Finding of the Ear’: Wallace Stevens' Modernist Soundscapes,” points out
that, “these specific metaphors of sound radiating through a building could not have been written
in the world before gramophones, radios, and telephones, instruments that all create the
impression of speech and music coming out of solid objects” (Middleton). Consonant with
Howe’ sense of the poem banishing its author, Stevens says “there are words/ Better without an
author” which are perhaps chosen by “a separate author… An accretion from ourselves,
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intelligent/ Beyond intelligence.” He endows this mythic intelligence “Beyond intelligence” with
agency by calling it “A being of sound” (Stevens 274-5). We may sensuously hear and think
sound, but it invariably exists in spite of our apprehension of it.
Stevens understood, like Thoreau, that language is composed of the sounds heard in
surrounding Nature (and society as Nature). Human articulations are a mimicry of the sounds
processed from the outside. “We say ourselves in syllables that rise/ From the floor,” says
Stevens. In fact, “rising in speech we do not speak,” but the sound itself speaks (Stevens 274-5).
In his essay “The Figure of the Youth as Virile Poet,” Stevens claims the poet’s voice is
primarily expressive not of reason but of a “pleasure of agreement” or correspondence within
his/her “radiant and productive atmosphere.” This “atmosphere” suggests an alterior reality,
separate from the simply exterior, in which one’s perception and recognition of forms departs
from the everyday activities of communicative language and (especially, for Stevens) political
temporality. Here we are tempted to hear Edwards speaking of his “calm, sweet abstraction of
soul from all the concerns of this world,” but Stevens does not exclude the world from the poet’s
Imagination. To exclude the natural world would be to enter the purely speculative realm of the
ideational, the “unreal.” Instead, Stevens says the poet’s ‘genius’ is distinct from other minds
insofar as it displays the “abnormal ranges of his sensibility,” where experiential reality
accumulates with “greater rapidity” and is thus more “accessible” in composition (Stevens 678).
The poet has a more intense experience of the things of the world and can recall them more
comprehensively.
Commenting on the aural qualities of G.M. Hopkins’ Sprung rhythm and Stéphane
Mallarmé’s poetry, Stevens connects their use of sound with this specialized, more sensuous
mode of knowledge. Reality, here described as “the mundo of the imagination” is produced by
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the “indirect purpose” of sound as the “inverted effect of soliloquies in hell.” Truth and reality
are, in this atmosphere, the domain of a secret knowledge that “cannot be arrived at by the reason
alone.” Thus, for Stevens, the poet’s morality is not concerned with right thinking, but a
“morality of the right sensation” (Stevens 678-9).
Words connect the poet to a knowledge of his/her sensuously felt experience rather than a
rational kind of speculative understanding. Perhaps this explains why Howe can enjoy reading
the more discomfiting expressions in Edwards’ writings. “Even if his sermons are often cruel,”
she writes, “the language in them soothes” (“Choir” 60). His words “soothe” in the sensuous
“pleasure of agreement” they express, in the transmission not of Calvinist dogma but of a
“radiant and productive atmosphere” of awe-ful utterance. And yet the experience of readinghearing Howe’s work often feels like the opposite of what we typically refer as “soothing.”
+
Craig Dworkin (2003) discusses the “noisy surface” of Howe’s “visual prosody.”
Dworkin provides a masterful analysis of Howe’s visually disruptive tactics in “Scattering as
Behavior Toward Risk” (published in Singularities), citing the poem’s own reference to the
information theory concept of “signal-to-noise ratio”: “Potentiality of sound to directly signal”
(Dworkin 46). While his essay emphasizes the visual and material rather than the acoustic nature
of the poetry, Dworkin suggests the “medial noise” of Howe’s text, from the “misaligned and
skewed type” to its foregrounding of its “faktura, or materiality” to its “stutterings and
omissions,” presents an obstructive surface for reading. “Meaning” he says, wavers “between
coherence and nonsense” (Dworkin 47). “Noise,” in the sense that Dworkin means, applies to a
conceptual disjunction––“what the Russian futurists called… the ‘noise emitted by the surface of
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the work of art’”––rather than an audible disturbance. But Dworkin would probably agree that
noise in the literal sense exists in the signal, especially throughout Howe’s later works.
+
In the auditory field, Ihde says, we perceive human speech as a cross between music and
noise. “Speech in the human voice,” he says, “is between the dramatic surroundability of music
and the precise directionality of the sounds of the things in the environment.” The sound of
vocalism, with “its consonantal clicklike sounds and its vowel tonalities,” carries us both towards
and away from its source (Ihde 77). We may be variously immersed in the ‘other’s’ voice during
conversation and yet struck by awkward and discordant features in the voice’s acoustic delivery.
Demonstrably skilled orators reach a “richness of sound” comparable to the experience of
music. Ihde calls this vocal richness an “auditory aura.” This aura, he says, “is ‘like’ the
experience of music” in which our “intentionality” of listening, “though keenly aware, ‘lets be’
the musical presence so that the sound rushes over and through one” (Ihde 79). We may extend
this idea to the textual-auditory field. With the exception of the “musicality” we find in “Souls of
the Labadie Tract,” Howe’s poetry is admittedly “tedious” and irksome. The stutter draws our
attention to its “jerky” presence. But to what end?
+
“aria out of hearing
Sound through cult annunciation
sound through initiation Occult
Enunciate barbarous jargon
fluent language of fanaticism” (S 31).
+
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From Thoreau, Howe attends to the direction of our hearing, to the unseen and often
unknown sources of sound. Following his fascination with Pythagorus’ concept of the celestial
music of the spheres, Thoreau imbues sound with a hidden significance of universal laws. This
attention to the ear develops into field studies ranging from the sounds of frogs and trains in
Walden to the “Aeolian harp” of a telegraph wire vibrating in the wind in A Week. The wire,
“singing its message through the country,” produces a musical “message sent not by men, but by
gods” (A Week 143). While recalling a night during his expedition in A Week, he hears an
unskilled drummer playing at an unknown distance. “This stray sound from a far-off sphere,” he
writes, “came to our ears sweet, and significant, and we listened with such an unprejudiced sense
as if for the first time we heard at all” (A Week 140). Throughout Thoreau’s writings, the
presence of unfamiliar sounds invites his curiosity to attend with this “unprejudiced” sense. In
The Maine Woods, he listens to the language of natives (which he does not understand) as yet
another “articulation of Nature.” The defamiliarization of an unrecognized language impels him
to listen more closely than if he were hearing a speaker of American English:
“While lying there listening to the Indians, I amused myself with trying to guess
at their subject by their gestures, or some proper name introduced… It was a
purely wild and primitive American sound, as much as the barking of a chickaree,
and I could not understand a syllable of it… I felt that I stood, or rather lay, as
near to the primitive man of America… as any of its discoverers ever did” (Maine
Woods 696-7, emphasis mine).
This primitive tongue, which seems to the Euro-American ear to contain no substantive grammar
or “proper names,” lacks the signans quality that requires interpretation by “positivist
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efficiency.” It presents a wildness of primal indeterminacy to which Thoreau’s only response is
to remain passively “lying there.”
+
Howe quotes the “Sounds” chapter of Walden, in which “Thoreau rejoices that there are
owls, because their hooting suggests ‘a vast and undeveloped nature which men have not
recognized.’” (“Choir” 56). Conscious listening impels us to that which goes unrecognized. In
this selection, Howe seems to share George Oppen’s Shelleyan reversal that poets are
“legislators// of the unacknowledged// world” (Oppen 267). But if sensuous knowledge is
derived from without, perhaps we can adjust Oppen’s configuration. Poets (at least those who
listen with an “unprejudiced sense”) are themselves legislated by the unacknowledged world.
+
In What Makes Sound Patterns Expressive? (1992) Reuven Tsur writes that the majority
of auditory research indicates “that we have a speech mode and a nonspeech mode of listening.”
One of his sources is the oft-cited study of “dichotic listening,” described by Roman Jakobson
and Linda Waugh. Essentially, the study proves the “privileged position of the right ear” for our
perception of “speech sounds,” and the left ear’s “capacity for all other auditory stimuli, such as
musical tones and melodies (both unknown and familiar), sonar signals... and environmental
noises,” in addition to “oral emissions apart from speech.” These emissions include “coughing,
crying, laughing, humming, yawning, snoring, sniffling, sighing, panting, or sobbing” (Jakobson
and Waugh 34). Yet the division of sound is not so simple. Tsur cites evidence (from A.M.
Liberman’s studies) that “the incoming signal goes indiscriminately to speech and nonspeech
processors,” and that, “If the speech processors succeed in extracting phonetic features, then the
signal is [perceived as] speech.” Yet, “if they fail, the signal is processed only as nonspeech”
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(Tsur 13). Thus a listener’s position of hearing, as well as her attentiveness to the signal, may
determine whether the sound is heard as “speech” or not.
Tsur suggests that, in everyday listening, we tend to hear nonspeech sounds (whether
surroundable or directional) as the predominant phenomenal stimuli of our auditory field. Tsur
presents convincing evidence that suggests we are habitually attuned “to the nonspeech mode” of
hearing, in which sound phenomena are less than significant. Yet, “as soon as they incoming
stream of sounds gives the slightest indication that it may be carrying linguistic information, we
automatically switch to the speech mode.” Tsur insists that we “attend away from the acoustic
signal” toward the “phoneme sequence” of significative articulation” (Tsur 11). Thus the speech
mode is typically regarded as the more significant sound event, but how can we know whether
this privileged hearing of speech over “nonspeech” is a biological necessity or a socially
developed trait?
+
Sensuous perception of sound, divorced from semantic content, impels our attention to
the outside. If language absorbs, and thus repeats, a predilection for the visualist metaphor of
knowledge, we may begin to look for (that is, listen to) the other language which “speaks without
metaphor.” McLuhan notes the disorienting effect of sound on mind: “We are enveloped by
sound. It forms a seamless web around us… We hear sounds from everywhere, without ever
having to focus.” While the mind’s ear can be trained to locate and distinguish certain sounds
over others, a perceptually difficult inundation of ‘background’ noise persists. “We can’t shut out
sound automatically,” writes McLuhan, “We simply are not equipped with earlids.” While the
eye conveys perceptions within a spatially determinate, “organized continuum of a uniformed
kind,” he says, “the ear world is a world of simultaneous relationships” (McLuhan 111). The ear
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provides a way of knowing that is not uniform but multiplex. Knowledge through sound is
perhaps less involved with images and metaphors, more with rhythm and feeling. Howe
suggests, “Love hovers telepathically listen flesh instant” (“Ether Either” 115).
+
Describing what he calls Howe’s “impediment of words,” Dworkin mentions Michel
Serres’ playful use of the French word parasite, which connects to both the English “parasite” of
“an abusive guest” and “an unavoidable animal” as well as noise or “static,” as it enacts the
“break in a message” (Dworkin 46; Serres 8). While Howe’s reference to “signal-to-noise ratio”
may have relevance to her disruptive techniques, there is a sense in which noise, quite literally,
becomes a site of hidden or repressed meanings. Similar to Cage’s notion of silence as a false
descriptor and disregard for “unintended” sounds, we can begin to hear Howe’s stuttering as an
invocation of aberrant sounds, ephemeral whispers and marginalized voice.
+
Ihde describes the power of the ear to shift its attention from the ‘desired’ signal toward
more ambient sounds and noises. Ihde writes that, “to take note of a field as a situating
phenomenon calls for a deliberate shifting of ordinary intentional directions.” Within the focus of
our intentional “directions” of perceiving a focalized source there lies a necessary “fringe,” a
background or static, which “situates and ‘surrounds’ what is explicit or focal.” Ihde is quick to
stress that “the field is not synonymous with the thing, it exceeds the thing as a region in which
the thing is located and to which the thing is always related” (Ihde 72). By directing our attention
to the fringe-level aspects of a field, to “what is indirect and implicit,” we are able to hear
beyond the message, or signal, to perceive literal sounds from the fringes of the auditory field.
+
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Thoreau’s writings form a vital precedent for Howe’s connection of sound to wildness. In
contrast to Western tradition of rational thought––as Howe calls it, “positivist efficiency”––
Thoreau seeks the underside of Nature (human or otherwise) that remains unrecognized: “Nature
is a personality so vast and universal that we have never seen one of her features” (Collected
Essays 251). In the essay “Walking”–– an important index to the thinking of Thoreau’s larger
works––we find an unwavering faith in wildness: ardent declamations like “In Literature it is
only the wild that attracts us” and “all good things are wild and free” (Collected Essays 244-6).
Howe extends Thoreau’s attraction to her own context as a scholar-poet, scouting the secrets of
America’s literary history, since, as she writes in her introduction to the essays in The Birthmark, “What is forbidden is wild” (B-M 18). Howe hears muffled voices in the marginalia and
ephemera of documents, manuscripts and letters.
+
“Here are unmown fields unknown inhabitants other woods in other words: enigma of gibberish
unwritten wife” (B-M 2).
+
Serres’ The Parasite (1980) takes several cues from history, mythology, fable,
philosophy, communication theory, and linguistics to present a multi-pronged meditation on the
inevitable (even necessary) presence of parasitism within every system of relations. His
discussion turns on the question of whether the parasite (whether noise, unwanted guest or
animal) is “an obstacle to [the system’s] proper functioning or if it is its very dynamics” (Serres
27). Similar to Ihde’s “fringe” theory, and Tsur’s evidence that the same “signal” can be
processed as either “speech” or “nonspeech,” Serres argues that one and the same articulation,
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whether “speech” or “noise” can both interrupt a system of relations and function as a ‘signal’
for a different auditor in the system.
Between a sender and a receiver, there is the static which interrupts their communication.
This could be the channel or medium of communication, or the being (messenger or intruder)
that interrupts the signal. Yet this third figure, he says, is “always there, god or demon, reason or
noise” (Serres 63). One of Serres’ examples of the third figure is the telephone a dinner party:
“At the feast everyone is talking. At the door of the room there is a ringing noise,
the telephone. Communication cuts conversation, the noise interrupting the
messages. As soon as I start to talk with this new interlocutor, the sounds of the
banquet become noise for the new ‘us.’ The system has shifted. If I approach the
table, the noise slowly becomes conversation. In the system, noise and message
exchange roles according to the position of the observer and the action of the
actor, but they are transformed into one another as well as a function of time and
of the system. They make order or disorder.” (Serres 66).
Like Ihde, Serres suggests that an interruption is significant insofar as it carries, or induces, a
desirable connection. In short, “Noise is a sign of the increase in complexity” (Serres 67). But
the presence of a third figure is absolute. “Given two stations and a channel. They exchange
messages. However, a third is necessary,” because communication is possible “only if a relation
is instituted. Thus the third man precedes the exchange” (Serres 80). The medial noise is
inevitable because the message, whether vocal or electronic, is contained by a system of relations
that makes the exchange possible.
+
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The idea of voice as a presence of plurality becomes a recurrent concern in both Thoreau
and Howe’s enthusiastic writings on wildness. In “Walking,” Thoreau says that he hears
“something” within a “strain of music, whether produced by an instrument or by the human
voice” which “by its wildness… reminds me of the cries emitted by wild beasts in their native
forests”; later, Thoreau proclaims, “We have a wild savage in us,” and that each of us bears an
“original wild name” which can only be pronounced in “some jaw-breaking or else melodious
tongue” (Collected Essays 248). The single voice splits, the proper name buries another more
primal articulation, and we have only to listen for its more “jaw-breaking” or “melodious”
utterance.
Conversely, on the surface of historical narratives we hear a singular articulation of
command, as Howe writes, “the Law holds gibberish off.” “As if speech must always recall
sensation to order,” she writes, “the covenantal dialect” privileges a narrative of homogeneous
American settler history, “its singular body and monologue of command expressions” are a
standardizing force speaking amid the howling wilderness of difference. Hence Howe’s
persistent attention to all that is various, numerous, awkward and repressed. “Voices I am
following lead me to the margins”; and yet this chorus of voices often contains the signature of
America’s most standard, canonized writers like Thoreau and Herman Melville (B-M 4).
+
In The Difficulties interview, Howe says she identifies with the wildness in Melville,
whose writing “after Omoo” she says is “increasingly curved, odd, indefinite, irregular
(feminine?).” This accumulation of synonymously ‘uneven’ descriptors echoes her stated appeal
for “voices that are anonymous, slighted––inarticulate” and presents the “feminine” category as a
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kind of umbrella designation for those repressed and counter-normative aspects within the most
canonized voices.
American poets, says Howe, “suffer and have always suffered, when and if they
challenge ordinary channels of communication.” This suffering is more frequent in poets than
painters since, she says, “the cultural bourgeoisie generally tolerates and even venerates dis-order
and re-valuation in painting and sculpture.” Something about the “irregular” use of language is
specifically disturbing. “I can’t explain it,” she says, “I know it has something to do with the
power of language.” When language reaches the bounds of reasonable communication, when it is
“stripped to its untranslatability,” the force of corrective authority steps in (Difficulties 19).
Authors and their works become heavily edited (in the case of Dickinson’s manuscripts) and/or
socially ignored and examined for sanity (in the case of Melville) when they fail to adhere to the
requirements of speculative reasoning.
+
The wilderness has a mysterious tongue
Which teaches awful doubt, or faith so mild,
So solemn, so serene, that man may be
But for such faith with nature reconciled;
Thou hast a voice, great Mountain, to repeal
Large codes of fraud and woe; not understood
By all, but which the wise, and great, and good
Interpret, or make felt, or deeply feel.
-Percy Shelley, “Mont Blanc”
+
“Another language, another way of speaking so quietly always there in the shape of memories,
thoughts, feelings, which are extra-marginal, outside of primary consciousness, yet must be
classed as some sort of unawakened finite infinite articulation” (“Ether Either” 111).
+
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Given the dominant order that cancels out noise for the privileged hearing of an articulate
message, Howe says it is the poet’s task to “sound every part” of the “central mystery” of
Nature, which she calls the “unbeaten way” (Difficulties 21). “Sound,” she insists in an
interview, “is part of the mystery,” and yet sounds are “only the echoes of a place of first love.”
Beyond the connotations of immediacy that this statement suggests––an immediate
relation to the world’s uncultivated forces of wildness––the chosen wording sharply echoes the
final stanza of Robert Duncan’s “Often I am Permitted to Return to a Meadow.” Howe employs
and refashions Duncan’s longing to return to the “meadow” of an imagined scene, “a place of
first permission” and “everlasting omen of what is.” Not a human law that prescribes and
proscribes the poet’s articulation, but a law of wildness that gives permission, a primeval point of
access “wherefrom the shadows that are forms fall” (Duncan 7). It is through these echoes that
the “place of first permission” and “first love” is re-articulated. Duncan’s professed faith in “a
disturbance of words within words” gets re-articulated in Howe’s attention to “Cries open to the
words inside them” (SLT 18). The voices lead her to the margins, where a multivocal wildness
speaks in “increasingly curved, odd, indefinite” vocalizations of an “inexpressible” truth.
+
“To embark on a theory of possession external acts are necessary a common language for readers
of one system in rapid print outline no shelf life without storing noise” (“Ether Either” 112).
+
Howe says her task as a poet coincides with that of the ethnographer. “You open your
mind and textual space to many voices,” she writes, “to an interplay and contradiction and
complexity of voices.” Sonic polyphony disrupts our bases of organized discourse, of a speaker’s
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authority. To confront such a complexity is to enter into what James Clifford (quoted by Howe)
calls “an unruly, multisubjective activity” (Difficulties 24).
In the next section, I discuss ways in which Howe’s collaborations with David Grubbs
break up her voice into an instrumental presence of voices, music and noise. In My Emily
Dickinson, Howe describes a moment of “telepathic” transference between Jonathan Edwards
and Emily Dickinson. The imagined correspondence occurs through a presence of sound as
‘voiced’ within the acoustic contours of a church:
“Sound was always a part of perfect meaning. A young poet [Dickinson] listens to
Jenny Lind singing bird sounds from the 'Bird Song' in the old church where a
century earlier a last Puritan minister and first American philosopher spoke the
word of God to his congregation, 'unto the three and twentieth year, rising early
and speaking.' Complex correspondences exist and kindred definitions. Unknown
harbinger of sensuous phenomena, Sound has come to us unknown " (MED 55).
Howe presents this mystical correspondence as a locational phenomena, and we recall her
statement, “Sounds and spirits… leave traces in a geography.” In this compact meditation on the
history of a church in New England, Howe conflates several modes of ‘voice’ in a single,
euphonic interrelation: the implicit voice of Dickinson who listens to “bird sounds” being sung
by a woman in the same building where Edwards spoke from the presumed Word of God to a
listening congregation in another time. Time and space, music and speech, God and man, have
corresponded in the course of a single sentence. Sound occurs without intention and
(presumptively) unknown in any rational sense. The voice is an “Unknown harbinger of
sensuous phenomena,” as though speculative understanding cannot adequately describe or
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comprehend what has just happened. A relation of pure and unbridled wildness occurs in the
sensitive perceptions of the ear, mediated by voice(s) in the acoustic space of a room.
+
Serres argues that our systems of communication most often occur as fragmentary
exchanges, half- and misheard segments of thought interrupted by the inevitable conflict of an
outside presence. We often seek to cancel out this static in our one-to-one correspondence, to
achieve an understanding or ‘agreement’ between two speakers in an imaginably remote context.
He describes the inevitability of our confrontation with noise: “We move unfailingly toward
noise, but we come from noise” (Serres 72). This noise is “inextinguishable” because it exists
outside among “the world itself” as well as inside, “produced by our living body.” Our existence
likes “in the noises of the world, we cannot close our door to their reception, and we evolve,
rolling in this incalculable swell” (Serres 126). Sudden interruptions of music, of a scream, of
familiar voices, can awaken us from this delusion of separateness by connecting us to the
harmony of expressed thoughts and feelings––even language, in a foreign setting––that we share
with others. This recognition of the self-within-other, or familiarity-within-strangeness, both
threatens and entices the mind to further attention.
+
Howe writes of Edwards and Stevens, “I owe these authors an incalculable debt, for ways
in which, through word frequencies and zero frequencies, their writing locates, rescues, and
delivers what is secret, wild, double, and various in the near at hand.” Howe quotes a poem from
Dickinson: “‘The Zeroes [teach] us––Phosphorous––we [learn] to like the Fire’” (“Choir 52).
Howe poses a range of entry-points for this wilderness in Edwards, Stevens, and Dickinson
related to the sacred, the natural, the hidden, the “near at hand”; it is as if through the
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juxtaposition of opposites we are situated within a significant loss of clarity, a dearth of
expressive functions and “critical interpretations”––one can only postulate that, by the nearly
parenthetical reference to “zero frequencies” she means an occurrence of semantic stasis or an
incalculable valuelessness––in other words, we are left without any interpretive (thus possessive)
framework, stranded without anything to say. We are merely to “[learn] to like the Fire,” to be
taught by the negative capability of the “inexplicable intricacies” in the near-at-hand. The
contentual sense is perhaps less important than the sensuous perception of sounds, these
“ecstasies of form.”
Howe’s foregrounding of language’s sensuous power forms part of a larger institutional
critique––namely, that scholarly discussions of Edwards’ “religious intensity” are inevitably
focused on his infamous dogmatism in the sermon, “Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God.” “In
2008,” she writes of contemporary scholarship, “we see through speculative knowledge and are
unwilling to embrace the imaginative and aesthetic crossing [Edwards] makes between our
material world––the world of types––and the spiritual world” (“Choir” 53, emphasis mine). Even
if there is no “spiritual world,” Howe’s writing calls us to the “inexplicable” and non-rational
presence of our sensuous knowledge of the physical world.
+
Listening to Howe’s poetry opens a broader field of experience, involving “conceptless
perspectives” of sensuous knowledge and correspondence with the imagination. As she writes in
“118 Westerly Terrace,” a poem about Stevens, “I heard myself as if you/ had heard me
utopically/ before reflection I heard/ you outside only inside/ sometimes only a word” (SLT 96).
Commenting on this passage, Peter Middleton suggests that Howe “describes an intersubjectivity
of sound that is transmitted across generations,” that “her intricate syntactical shiftings bring out
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the issue of the difficulty of finding a boundary between the objectivity and subjectivity of
sound, as well as the metaphorics of listening to the sound of a voice” (Middleton).To hear the
other is not to drown out the interior monologue of sensation, but to activate an ongoing
correspondence between the inside and outside. Serres insists, “Hearing is our heroic opening to
trouble and diffusion; other receptors assure us of order or, if they no longer give or receive,
close immediately. None assure us that we are surrounded by fluctuation and that we are full of
fluctuation” (Serres 126).
+
In the second “Errand” section of Souls of the Labadie Tract, Howe describes, “Today
while out walking,” she experiences “ways in which Stevens’ late poem ‘The Course of a
Particular’ locates, rescues, and delivers what is secret, wild, double, and various in the near-athand” (SLT 76). Stevens’ poem is perhaps a perfect transition into the next section in which I
discuss listening to Howe’s collaborative recordings with David Grubbs.
The poem takes us for a walk of sorts, down a moment in which the sound of leaves in
the wind is perceived as an articulation, though not of lost voices or ghosts or even human
thoughts. While the ending provides Stevens’ indication of to whom the sound addresses itself, I
want to place emphasis on the ellipsis placed at the beginning of the second tercet as an
encouragement to keep listening, despite the will to find potential significance in what may be
heard there.
+
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Today the leaves cry, hanging on branches swept by wind,
Yet the nothingness of winter becomes a little less.
It is full of icy shades and shapen snow.
The leaves cry . . . One holds off and merely hears the cry.
It is a busy cry, concerning someone else.
And though one says that one is part of everything,
There is a conflict, there is a resistance involved;
And being part is an exertion that declines:
One feels the life of that which gives life as it is.
The leaves cry. It is not a cry of divine attention,
Nor the smoke-drift of puffed-out heroes, nor human cry.
It is the cry of leaves that do not transcend themselves,
In the absence of fantasia, without meaning more
Than they are in the final finding of the ear, in the thing
Itself, until, at last, the cry concerns no one at all.
-Wallace Stevens, “The Course of a Particular”
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THIRD MOVEMENT
Early in his writing life, Thoreau listened closely and with an “unprejudiced sense” to the
articulations of his environment. In a Journal entry dated 1838––eleven years before the
publication of A Week (1849) and sixteen before the first edition of Walden (1854)––he describes
“divine sounds which are uttered to our inward ear,” and which “come to us noiselessly, bathing
the temples of the soul.” While John Cage didn’t make his discovery in the anechoic chamber in
1951, over a century later, Thoreau had a profoundly patient ear for the peripheral ground of
silence that surrounds the human voice, as well as the audible correspondence between the
human voice and the voices of the wilderness. While he makes a distinction between sounds and
silence, he considers the latter an ever-present thing rather than an absence. Sound, for Thoreau,
is composed of silence.
Thoreau, like Howe, hears utterance as both a signans of thought and a thing-like
articulation of its own signatum. “The word is gone out of me and will not return,” says Howe in
her essay on Stevens, “and you know or rather you can’t know.” Both Howe and Thoreau insist
that sounds belong not to beings but to space. The Journal entry continues, “The halloo is the
creature of walls and masonwork,” he says, and “the whisper is fittest in the depths of the wood,
or by the shore of the lake” (Journal Dec. 1838). In an interview, Howe says she believes that
she is returning the “language” of Nature to its proper origin.
“Once I was driving to Buffalo alone, moving up there for the winter to teach. It
was me and my car and the mountains. I had a tape of Articulation from a reading
I had done, and I thought I would turn it on as I was passing the place near where
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Hope [Atherton] had been wandering after the raid––and it was a wonderful
feeling because the sounds seemed to be pieces still in the air there. I felt I was
returning them home as I drove away from home. They don’t belong to me. I
didn’t originate them. They go back” (B-M 172).
Howe’s recovery of inarticulate voices, which often seems like a heroic disturbance of the
“record of winners,” is not a re-translation of what has been spoken before, nor in spite of its
sympathetic tone does it claim to understand the plight of the unheard.
Howe’s engagements with sound exhaust her speaking authority, exceeding her own
intentions for the meaning and shape of the work. This is because Howe recognizes that beneath
(or within) every utterance there is an “Underthought” of unintended sound (Cage’s “silence”).
Thoreau puts it thus: “Behind the most distinct and significant hovers always a more significant
silence which floats it… All sound is nearly akin to Silence; it is a bubble on her surface which
straightway bursts.” Since all sounds (whether spoken or musically manipulated) inevitably give
way to the surrounding omnipresence of “silence,” or noise, Thoreau says every sound is an
“emblem of the strength and prolificness of the undercurrent,” and “is a faint utterance of
Silence” (Journal Dec 1838). If this is true, of all sound speaks as a signans for the inarticulate
and unrecognized silence, why speak? If Howe considers the “blank page” to be the most
beautiful thing, why paint or write?
Thoreau insists that poets employ the human voice as a “foil” to silence. The poet speaks
in such a way that the human voice becomes “a heightener and intensifier of the Silence,” and
that “Certain sounds more than others have found favor with the poets only as foils to silence”
(Journal Dec. 1838). In my conversation with Howe in October 2012, she described the
relationship of the ‘voice’ to ‘silence’ as a necessary one. She describes her writing similarly
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(and without direct reference) to Thoreau’s foil, saying, “Silence is always there, but you must
have a voice!” Additionally, Howe adds the architectural figure of a foil as a necessary
component of the voice. “There’s a voice, and there’s sound, but you need the wall, to give them
an echo” (Conversation). She compares her own appropriative writing to an echo chamber in
which speaking necessarily involves a conscious listening to the sounds of words and wordfragments.
If Howe’s writing on the page acts as a spatial “heightener and intensifier” of the blank
signifier of an inscrutable silence or visible noise, her readings of the texts become literal foils to
the fringe sounds of their environment. But given the listener’s predilection for hearing the
‘signal’ over non- or differently-significant ‘noise,’ Howe has enlisted electroacoustic musician
and composer David Grubbs to provide an audibly self-referential disturbance of static set
against her reading voice. While the mind’s ear is employed to listen for the notoriously
polysemous articulations of Howe’s texts, this deliberate foil of background noise directs the
literal ear away or potentially through the speaking voice, providing a temporally busy
dimension to the reader-hearer’s experience.
The collaborations with Grubbs have enacted a major shift in the tone and appearance of
Howe’s later work. We might even say the text itself has become a production by two artists.
Howe says, “the work I have done with David has influenced the course of my later poetry by
showing me a range of contemporary music with which I was unfamiliar” (Paris Review). In our
conversation, Howe explained that, before working with Grubbs, she rarely if ever listened to
music while writing. After their first collaboration with the text of “Thorow,” commissioned by
the Fondation Cartier in Paris in 2003, Howe says Grubbs introduced her to a range of
minimalist sounds, including drone music, John Adams’ Shaker Loops (1978) and Grubbs’ own
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collaboration with Nikos Veliotis, The Harmless Dust (2005). Howe and Grubbs also share an
affinity for Charles Ives, and his Concord Sonata (1919) was influential in their collaborations.
These sounds were played, Howe says, during her composition of the poems for the book Souls
of the Labadie Tract. She describes the poem as a “mood piece,” in which she was intensely
focused on the atmospheric quality of words. Hence the aura of musicality we read in the feeling
and rhythm of the text. Howe says she intended for the language in the poem to convey a
“ghostly mood” (Conversation).
Howe admits that the acoustic dimension of her work has become clearer to her during
the collaborations she and Grubbs have created since. In a recent interview with The Paris
Review, Howe says that working with Grubbs “has brought vividly home to me how acoustic a
seemingly collaged and visual work can be” (Paris Review). In a video of their performance of
Frolic Architecture at Harvard University in 2011, Howe confesses her excitement involves a
sense of vulnerability as to the unknown direction in which these collaborations can take her
texts. She says, “I’m kind of scared of presenting a thing that does away with the kind of
narrative thing that I’m doing,” yet she was enticed by the way in which her vocalized “words
could be further, uh, broken apart into a kind of sound that is itself a kind of music, but that still
does have a kind of narrative.” She insists that they have worked together along the way, moving
“away from a kind of standard or set narrative, into something more fractured and abstract”
(Harvard, YouTube).
In our conversation, and in the post-performance talk given at Harvard, Howe cites
Morton Feldman’s single opera, Neither (1977). Feldman’s piece takes the singer’s voice (a
libretto from Samuel Beckett’s poem of the same name) and elongates it through operatic and
chromatic tones that have the effect of being “returned to pure sound.” What remains, says
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Howe, is “fundamentally just a cry” (Conversation). During the post-performance talk, Grubbs
states that he worked less with the visual text than in the “medium of recorded voice.” His
splitting of Howe’s recorded voice involves a sonic fracturing of “consonant sounds and vowel
sounds” such that the voice is heard merely as noise and even music. This conception of the
voice as an instrument, sans signatum, is given a sensible duration and timbre that is perhaps less
audible in our conventional mode of reading for semantic meaning.
John Cage was a crucial nexus of influence for both Howe and Grubbs. A major
inspiration for the collaborative project, Grubbs says, was Howe’s experience of the live
performance (and the recording) in the 1970s of John Cage’s Mureau (1972), a “mesostic work
based on the journals of Henry David Thoreau” (Grubbs 186). In the piece, Cage says he departs
“from conventional syntax,” breaking Thoreau’s into mélange of “letters, syllables, words,
phrases, and sentences.” Cage claims he wrote the piece “by subjecting all the remarks of Henry
David Thoreau about music, silence and sounds [found in the Journal’s index] . . . to a series of I
Ching chance operations” (Cage, M: Writings). Grubbs writes, “Cage’s reading made a profound
impression on [Howe]––in its nuance, in its alien musicality, and in what it asked of its
audience.” In the performed version of the text, “it was both impossible and unnecessary to
classify as music or literature or theater” (Grubbs 186). Will Montgomery describes the recorded
version of “Thorow” as similarly undefinable. The recording must be considered as “more than a
document of a poetry reading and more than poetry accompanied by music” (Montgomery 99).
Indeed even the generic term “sound work” feels only slightly definitive of the recording.
The first recorded collaboration between Howe and Grubbs, Thiefth (2005), makes use of
sound-processing techniques to turn Howe’s univocal reading into an audible plurality of voices.
The CD contains collaborations on the texts of “Thorow” as well as “Melville’s Marginalia,” a
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piece from Howe’s The Nonconformist’s Memorial (1992). The recording’s first noticeable
alteration of the text is that it dispenses with the poem’s three-page prose introduction.
Montgomery argues that the prose introduction tends to “obscure” the text’s “claims to voice
coherence within incoherence” by presenting an all too legible “polemic on grammar and God,”
overshadowing the dynamism of the poem. Montgomery’s speculation about Howe’s choice to
omit the introduction may not be accurate, but he is right to point out that “Thorow”’s power
“lies in its exploitation of the ironies of treading the boundary between an Anglophone literary
culture and the natural other that the culture designates as external to it” (Montgomery 111). The
listener receives an “instantaneous apprehension of multiplicity” through Grubbs’ splitting of
Howe’s voice (S 41). The recording makes the dynamic textual multiplicity instantly felt as a
voice “inhabited by voices.”
Perhaps there is reason for reading the prose introduction to “Thorow” prior to hearing
the recording, with or without the text in hand. As Meyer notes, Howe’s introduction (which
previously she kept in live readings) is not altogether discarded. The recording “omit[s] the
words entirely, except in scattershot lightning strikes” which Meyer says is “eerily evocative of
the wasted scene of Lake George” Howe’s introduction describes (Meyer 9). If we listen closely,
the recorded reading contains sporadic interruptions by a familiar voice reading scraps from the
introduction. If we look at the text while listening, in addition to the polysemous play of passages
like “Agreseror” and “dammed water,” the recording combines a layer of signans that is invisible
to the eye.
The interruptions occur at various intervals in all three sections of the poem. In section 2,
corresponding to Part Two of the recording, we hear two extensive instances of this overlaying
of audible text. The first occurs on page 49, in the sequence containing “Walked on Mount
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Vision… We are too finite.” Text from the introduction collides with the single voice,
appropriating “I thought I stood on the shores… where forms of wildness brought up by memory
become desire… and multiply” (S 49; Thiefth Pt. 2, 0:00-0:30). The pun on “Mount Vision”
registers a completely fresh, new meaning for the listener who sees “So many true things” and
hears this phrase paired with an invisible, “instantaneous apprehension” of the second
articulation of “forms of wildness.” In another passage, the voice splits between a visual
encounter with the singular “I stretch out my arms” and the doubling overlay of “penetrated by
the edge of author…” Again the singular voice is concerned with itself, “My thick coat and my
tent,” while the recording inserts the invisible “traverses multiplicities exploding apprehension”
(S 51; Thiefth Pt. 2, 2:00-2:13). No matter how familiar the listener may be with the recording,
the task of locating the interstitial voicings in relation to one another is a stultifying one. To
interpret an articulate message from the rattled signal, however, is to force a signifying resolution
into the complexity and to ignore the static of interruption.
Howe’s voice is interrupted by more than a mere diffusion of semi-articulate word
fragments. Grubbs employs phonemic hissings and breaths throughout the recording, as well as
sounds we would normally consider musical accompaniment. As Montgomery notes, “The sound
editing introduces skips and jitters that mimic the stuttering quality that pervades Howe’s
thinking on poetry” (Montgomery 99). This layer of the recording contains high-pitched
screechings and processed tones from a “fluteophone”––an instrument consisting of a saxophone
mouthpiece jammed into the body of a flute––as well as a baritone saxophone and cello. Grubbs
manipulated the baritone sounds to a lower pitch “so that they sound like someone dragging
heavy furniture across a wooden floor” (Grubbs 187-8). The fluteophone parts were meant to
sound as a musical quotation from the “Thoreau” movement of Ives’ Concord Sonata. Grubbs’
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reflection shows the truly experimental quality of the collaboration: “Finally, the Ives flute part
is not recognizable as a musical quotation, and that was fine with me” (Grubbs 188). Ives’
influence is not recognizable in the piece, but it was a moving force in the productive impulse of
the project. In our conversation, Howe mentioned Ives’ Concord Sonata among the things she
listened to while writing Souls of the Labadie Tract (Conversation).
Montgomery insists that an “interpretation of the music of Thorow is conceivable.” He
says “the looming tones of Thorow amount to a materialization of the “Underthought” that
encrypts the traumatic past in Howe’s writing.” Yet, he withdraws, “that seems almost too literal
a translation” (Montgomery 100). But these noises are only considered supplementary to or an
accompaniment for the poem if we continue to associate Howe’s destabilized voices as the
audible “text” of the poem. This understanding of textuality rips the collaboration into two,
autonomously signifying events and demotes the process of experimentation to a kind of
variation on an original.
To regard the audio text of “Thorow” as merely a variation or ‘alternative version’ of the
printed poem is untrue to its genuinely unique form (and format). Charles Bernstein (2011)
describes the impulse to categorize audio recordings as extensions or versions of an original
work. He connects this impulse to a resistance to the “destabilizing textual element, an element
that undermines our ability to fix and present any single definitive, or even stable, text of the
poem.” Audible textuality, or what he calls “Grammaphony,” is “not an alternative to textuality
but rather throws us deeper into its folds” (Bernstein 112).
“To say that we don’t literally read a sound recording, but play it, is itself to trip
on the distinction between the graphic letter and the interpretive moment… But
the nonliteral sense of reading crosses the sound barrier: for to read a poem out
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loud is to give a reading of it just as to listen to a poem recited is to have to read it
with your ears… Grammaphone (or phonogram), which might be translated as
texted voice, suggesting, as it does, that the lettered word––gramma––is made
invisible so that it can be heard.” (Bernstein 112).
This reading with our ears, however, becomes complex when we consider that Howe’s voice
presupposes a multiplicity of references and cognitively semantic content against a disorienting
soundscape from Grubbs’ manipulations of acoustic and electronic sounds.
The interruptions of another voice, of hissing, of Grubbs’ fluteophone and low-drone
noises become a significant part of the poem’s textual atmosphere. As Montgomery puts it, “In
the end, the sound retains its intractability and untranslatability, entangling itself in the dense
aural weave of the voiced poem” (Montgomery 100). Since Grubbs’ portion of the recording
involves manipulations of the original voice of the poet, as he claims to work in the “medium of
recorded voice,” the conventional text of the poem becomes itself an instrument. Howe’s voice is
not a primary signal among ancillary echoes and accompaniment. She is manipulated in
conjunction with the other recorded parts, entering the “fringe” of peripheral noise disturbances.
Depending on the position of the observer, she herself becomes part of Serres’ parasite in the
sense of “static interference” with the signal of musical statement.
The disorienting breakage of Howe’s voice, which occurs intermittently throughout the
first two sections, becomes the poem’s established norm in Part Three. The visual distortion of
the page is echoed in the recording and we inevitably give up locating a pattern or sequence. The
significance is not in the interpretation, but in the sonic fracturing and dislocation of the voice.
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The vocal distortions present a soundscape in which the fringe-aspects of the auditory field are
heard as a focalized utterance (S 56; Thiefth Pt. 3, 0:00-1:20). Howe’s reading is littered with
shards of phonemic utterance that is literally untraceable. As patient listeners, we feel the
disintegration of singular speech into multiple voices. As Howe says, softly, “You are of me & I
of you, I cannot tell// Where you leave off and I begin” (S 58). The voice of “I” both speaks and
hears the echo of “you” without knowledge of just whose voice is being heard.
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Aside from the already noted multiplicity of voices, the most fascinating part of this
recording occurs at the very end, in the regular spacing of Howe’s neologisms. At this point
Grubbs’ nonhuman (instrumentally lifeless) sounds drop out and we hear “silence” between
Howe’s reading of the alien-sounding “anthen

uplispth

enend,” and so

forth. What impresses me is the way in which the voice is layered in these quick, thickly staccato
spoken parts. By registering the doubled voice in rhythmically contained sequence, the two
frequencies of Howe’s pitch (recorded at different times) can sound, if incidentally, not unlike
Ives’ Quarter-Tone Pieces (1924) in which two pianos are tuned a quarter tone apart and played
side by side. We hear, simultaneously, “anthen/ adamap,” “blue wov/ uplispth,” “floted/ blue,”
“folled/ thou sculling me,” but the silence between gives the vocal foil a kind of doubled tonality
that is otherwise barely noticeable in the earlier sections (S 59; Thiefth Pt. 3, 2:20-3:07).
As mentioned, Howe’s Thoreauvian idea of speech as a foil to silence is often quite
literal. Commenting on an early reading in Tarascon in Southern France of “Thorow,” sans
Grubbs, Howe remembers employing the surface of a building to project an echo of her own
voice:
“This particular reading was out in the country on the steps of an exquisite, tiny,
twelfth-century church. It was night and the mistral was blowing. I decided, quite
suddenly, while watching John Giorno read––and he really knew how to make
use of that particular place, how to carry it into his reading––that I should use the
elements. A little stone church that echoed because it was empty, the wind and the
night… So I scribbled down these directions to tell myself to face to the left et
cetera to push the poem to its extreme, to use the echo coming from the inside as
if it were another voice. So it was a theatrical thing, I suppose, and about
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performance, but it was immediate and had to do with that particular spot and that
one night.” (Keller interview).
Sound cannot exist without space, without an obstruction to reflect its presence. Howe perceives
the echo as a sound of her own making, but also as a thing in itself which glides on the whims of
space and wind. This instance of employing a literal “wall” provided her with the aural capacity
to make the listener hear “another voice.” In fact this other voice might well have occurred
accidentally. Instead of hearing it as a disruptive noise or parasite Howe welcomed its presence
in the cacophony of the moment.
While her scattered pages and vocalization may seem like an irregular chance operation,
Howe exerts considerable control over her own contribution to these pieces. In the same
interview, Howe discusses her use of typescripts in the collaborative performances of “Thorow.”
She uses numbers to “indicate the order of reading,” and “little notes about delivery” or “mood”
of a word or phrase. Grubbs remarks that Howe “is adding another layer of marks” to her
typescripts during every rehearsal and performance: “I am always peering over her shoulder,
watching these texts undergo further transformation” (Grubbs 188). To accept the notion of
audio textuality as a work in and of itself is to concede to the destabilizing fact that the text
continues to change over time.
In spite of the conventional understanding of a poetry reading as a variation on an
original text, the collaborative performance destabilizes this original foundation of a stable text
by continuing to accumulate layers of complexity within the poem. As Bernstein suggests,
“Performance always exceeds script, just as text always outperforms audibility.” The
“performance” and “script” bear a “discrepant” relation to one another, “hovering around an
anoriginal center in a complex of versions that is inherently unstable.” Listening closely, or as
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Bernstein likes it, “Close listening,” opens us up to the difficulty of determining “a single level
of meaning,” which he says is like “banishing from significance––as stray marks or noises––all
but the literal or concrete” version of the text (Bernstein 128). Again we hear Serres’ assertion
that hearing is our “heroic opening to trouble and diffusion,” to instability as regards the
signification of sound.
To listen is to be open to complexity, to remain with the instability of meaning in the
discovery of many potential meanings. Again we hear the voice of Shelley’s “Mont Blanc”: “The
wilderness has a mysterious tongue/ Which teaches awful doubt, or faith so mild.” In his
preference for the stability of a “recognizable voice,” Allen describes Souls of the Labadie Tract
as a late shift in style toward the “lyric” and recommends sticking to the stability of the page “at
a time when those interested in Howe’s voice will be tempted to turn to her audio recordings”
(Allen 415). There is, as we have heard, a definite level of complexity on the level of the textual
page, but even this is informed by voices from the music Howe was listening to at the time of
composition. As Howe described in our conversation, she planned to collaborate with Grubbs on
the final text of “Souls” even before it was written. And Grubbs’ manipulation of Howe’s voice
in the recording of Souls is reduced to a single line. So we might think of the textual page as
preview of the collaboration if not simply as another poem.
Souls of the Labadie Tract (2007) is an admittedly more narrative piece than Howe’s
previous work (Conversation). The recording contains the textual prose introduction flanked by
Grubbs’ instrumental contributions. In this recording the noise-music counterpart appears rather
as a separate aural event if only because it exists and sounds apart from Howe’s voice. The
dialogue between the medium-speaker and the “we” of the Labadist souls is carried through
Howe’s single articulation, to suggest its supposed “telepathic” transference. Thus Howe’s voice
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is responsible for rendering the changes in register and inflection, to signify a conversation.
Jessica Wilkinson notes that, in contrast to Howe’s earlier work with “archaic words,
misspellings, neologisms, word fragments,” and the like, “in this work, her words are more
‘quietly spoken’ and unassuming” (Wilkinson). The only instrumental manipulation of Howe’s
voice occurs in the doubled utterance/whisper of “I see you and you see I see you” (SLT 66;
Souls Pt. 3, 9:20-9:30). Set as potentially separate entities, the listener may consider (according
to her taste) Howe’s voice as accompanied by, or the accompaniment to, Grubbs’ static
interference of electric buzzings, low rumblings and high-pitched chordal tones (Souls Pt. 1,
5:40-9:33). Either hearing presents both a directional and a surroundable auditory field that is
akin to our experience of music.
Without discounting the mesmerizing sound of Howe’s lyric trajectory, the voice of
Grubbs’ instrumentation is perhaps the most impressive feature in the recording. This is perhaps
because, as Grubbs notes, his concept for the musical component evaded “foregroundbackground relations––which had been relatively conventional in the earlier pieces” (Grubbs
189). Instead the musical arrangement crowds in and through Howe’s reading voice, as a literal
“static interference.” Wilkinson hears the arrangement in Souls as “a voice that occasionally
‘breaks through’ the drone to achieve its own space in the clearing—an audible realization,
perhaps, of the minimal text amidst the predominant whiteness of the publication” (Wilkinson).
The travelling of Howe’s voice into and out of the “fringe” of aural prominence presents us with
an ambiguity as to where the exact “focal” point lies. The interplay of the voice and the musical
arrangement presents us with an audible instance of Ihde’s “co-presence” of surroundability and
directionality. Both The listener may attend to each of these or both with relative frequency
throughout the recording.
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Grubbs says that he constrained himself to using “one acoustic instrument and one
electronic instrument: a Laotian free-reed instrument called the khaen and an early analog
synthesizer, the VCS3.” Remarkably, the two instruments provide a wilderness of different
noises and tones that effect the atmosphere Howe claims she wanted in the poem. Before
collaborating on the “mood piece” as Howe has called it, she described it to Grubbs as a
“graveyard poem,” and Grubbs claims he responded by creating sounds similar to a pipe organ to
evoke the “churchy” feel of the recording (Grubbs 189).
We might think of the implementation of these sounds as a signifier of the dual nature of
a telepathic correspondence between the living, breathing (acoustic) and the ghostly (electric).
Howe announces the closing of the poem, “Carolled to our last adieu/ Our message was electric”
(SLT 69). Whatever the significance of the sounds used, Howe makes a point of emphasis in the
final lines that is telling of her tireless attention to the sounds of words. America’s “cap full of
eyes will our way,” she says, pausing after “as mind” to give an air to “or ears” before bidding
us, and the ghosts, “Goodnight goodnight” (SLT 70; Souls Pt. 4, 4:30-4:50).
In the archived recording of Howe reading The Midnight for a Segue Series reading at the
Bowery Poetry Club (1/26/08), there is a break in the sound file that seems to (accidentally) echo
a Grubbsian splicing of Howe’s voice, displacing tones and wayward vocalisms within the
audible text and even repeating sections in a strikingly significant order. One result of this
broken recording is a sonic doubling. This is reminiscent of Howe’s own repeating the phrase
“Listen, quick rustling” in reference to the sound of a tissue interleaf in Robert Louis
Stevenson’s The Master of Ballantrae, in the opening pages before the poem, “Bedhangings I”
(M unpaginated). Another result is a disfiguring of the recorded text which arrives as a sound
bite of splayed forms, i.e. the “noisily nondescript” rustle of the medium, the recording and
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processing as a sort of interleaf between the frontispiece of Howe’s voice and the title page of
auditory reception. Transparent, but noisy… One such disfigurement is remarkably meaningful.
The context of the passage (where the audio breakage occurs) is a trip to a condemned
building in the “profound speechlessness” of Buffalo’s industrial ruin. Howe, and others, enter
the site and,
“As if to prove to ourselves that with practice and persistence indifference just as
it is can be sounded, we tested the acoustics with whispers, shouts, knocking and
banging.// Wagons, rusty buckets, tires, tables, shovels, broken bottles, broken
glass, cash boxes, plastic cups, old clothes, torn magazines, newspapers, memos,
business records. When the other half of the dialogue of mind with itself is
nothing but a picture, the status of a spectral self resurfaces…” (M 139).
The text describes people “testing” the acoustics of a building and relates this test to the mind’s
dialogue with itself. For some reason, when processing the recorded reading of this passage, the
tape or audio-file cut up the audible text, much in the way Grubbs splices Howe’s voice in the
recordings of “Thorow” and Frolic Architecture:
“When the other half of the dialogue of mind with itself is nothing but a picture,
the status of a spectral self resurfaces./ [segment repeats, disjunctively] When the
other half of the dialogue of mind with its/ -usiness/ nothing but a/ -ords/ is/ -en/
the status of a spectral self/ colossal/ [indecipherable breath] social field/ how f-/ ca-/ -r back in history can you look” (Segue reading, 14:30-15:20).
This technical disjunction of sound vibrates with both significant and “noisily nondescript”
potential. Semantically, the broken file suggests the previous “business records” of the late
Concrete Central building get shoved into the mind’s relational space, or dialogue, with itself. It
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further locates the stabilized “status of a spectral self,” even before it has the chance to
“resurface,” in sudden contact with that “colossal [noise] social field.” Finally, the sound file
relates us, the digital listener, back to the sequence of linear time as a thing not readily subject to
the gaze, looking “back in history,” but as an articulation of thing-like voices heard in time—the
linear “far”ness which has been disjoined and reiterates the vocalic noise of “cash boxes,” of
economic relations, of an audible multiplicity of depths and surfaces which the eye cannot
possibly register in the same instant.
On the other hand, the disjointed sound file impresses the reader with de-vocalized (one
might say, re-materialized) shards of Howe’s voice, her phonemic singularities no longer
assignable to a previous semantic relation or even phonetic opposition. The indecipherable mess
of static, to which the human voice has returned, presents us with “noisily nondescript” sound, a
terrifically defamiliarizing counterpoint to the sense-values of Howe’s project. In this way, Howe
moves from operative speaker to operated medium. Serres’ signal-noise ratio has once again
shifted. Howe is the noise, the interruption of herself.
We process auditory signals depending on their significative potential. As mentioned,
Tsur points out that we are normally attuned “to the nonspeech mode,” and whenever an
“incoming stream of sounds gives the slightest indication that it may be carrying linguistic
information, we automatically switch to the speech mode.” Bernstein, citing Tsur’s book, says
that “we actively search for the voice in the static, as if it were a figure to be differentiated from
the ground,” and insists that, in “such a phonic economy, noise is sound that can’t be recuperated
as voice” (Bernstein 110). Put differently, noise is regarded as “silence” which we tune into only
for the sake of extracting some explicable meaning.
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In the recording of Frolic Architecture (2011), whose illegibility was discussed in
Section 1, we experience again Howe’s voice manipulated as instrumentation. Yet at the outset,
we experience the voice as a potential sampling of noises. The recording splits from the text
entirely with its use of vocal sampling, reducing the fractured utterance to the point of
indiscriminate sounds of phonemes (and lesser-than phonemic pieces). In the midst of a low hum
mixed with crystal-sharp tones resembling near-inaudible chords, intermittent sounds of clicking
and quick rushing wind present a minimal auditory field in which sound itself seems endangered.
Eventually these phonemic shards, “t––t-ck––t-t––whh––hh––pul––mn––fff––hh-brea––ment”
pull themselves into what sounds like a human articulation. The effect is akin to Thoreau’s
“unprejudiced sense” that natural and human sounds can be perceived as “one articulation of
Nature.”
Being quick, then, to distinguish speech from nonspeech, the most audible trace in Frolic
occurs in the legible portions of the textual fragments where words connect in sequence to form a
potential meaning. Even Howe seems fond of speaking the sounds of full words where only a
piece of a word (or words) exists. For instance, she reads an enjambed (because cut) line that
contains “w/ ld” as “wild” (TT 41; Frolic 1:20-1:30).
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In another fragment, Howe says, “suddenly heard as what might be” where the textual page gives
only “nly heard as what might [h or b, but unclear]” (TT 75; Frolic 19:52-20:00). Certainly
Howe’s own performance scripts may contain textual variants in the form of earlier typed
versions or added lines, but it is important to note the reader-hearer’s preference for resolute
statement rather than fragmentary speech noises.
Howe even incorporates singing into the recording. In her discussion at Harvard, Howe
responds to a question about her songlike delivery of a strip of text, clarifying that the words
belong to an old hymn, “Abide With Me”:

To be sure, then, Frolic goes even further than “Thorow” in splitting the vocal register into
speech, sound and now song (TT 83; Frolic 24:00-24:25). Yet the sublime register of singing
eventually stops, giving way to the inordinate and noisy sounds of dissonant clicks and breaths.
The text seems to point to this ephemerality of desired sounds: “This held a day or two, and then
began to––“
Grubbs’ vocal processing has given the typographic shards, or speech noises, a dynamic
movement of their own. Rarely does their appearance in the recording correspond to the exact
positioning we see on the page. The sound of split vocables, whispered consonants (cf. 20:2020:40), and forced breaths ranges across the entire thirty minutes of the performance, as though
culled from that “riginal wild unbounded place” of “first permission.” The aural dynamics of the
poem break completely from the form of the textual page. Howe does not read every page.
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Sometimes she reads the pages out of order and even disrupts her own pattern of reading the text
right-downwards. She even seems to stutter over her own reading in places.

The stutter is significant for Howe, as we have learned, but the accidental slippage
becomes a remarkably self-fulfilling accident in which the singular voice attempts to wrap the
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sound into a coherent articulation (TT 53; Frolic 6:14-7:50). The incidental aspects of the piece
resonate with Howe’s obsession with chance in relation to Puritan theology and predestination.
In her 2011 Blaney Lecture (sponsored by the Academy of American Poets), she insists, “Poetry
has no proof nor plan nor evidence by decree or in any other way” (Blaney lecture). Chance
occurrences are what make sounds and language significant for Howe.
In our conversation, and in her talk at Harvard, Howe says that she constructed the text of
“Frolic Architecture” with little attention to its acoustic values. The poem was written “almost
totally” as a visual production with little, if any, attention to a linear narrative or the sound of
words. Then, upon recording the first take with Grubbs and listening to her own voice reading
the poem (without yet any distortions), she was struck by the unfamiliarity of its sonic texture.
Howe describes feeling as though she was listening to the voice of Hannah Edwards Wetmore,
“weirdly telepathic” (Conversation). In the talk at Harvard, she says, “and the voice, it’s like she
broke through somewhere––that this isn’t mine––that this has been somehow given to me, in
some way” (Harvard, YouTube). In spite of the visual orientation of the project, it seems as
though her engagement with the source material (Wetmore’s writings) gave her such an affinity
for the rhythms of their original voice that Howe could no longer distinguish her own.
Although Howe denies that Frolic classifies as ‘sound poetry,’ Marjorie Perloff describes
it as such. In a review of conceptual writing for the Boston Review, she says the poem combines
with Grubbs’ “musical environment” to create “a mesmerizing sound poem” in which words and
phrases “dissolve into clashing elements in the larger soundscape” that “tests the very limits of
readability” (Boston Review 67). Grubbs mixes high-pitched tones and low organ hums with
synthetic cicada-noises and the sound of footsteps crunching through dry leaves.
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While considering its candidacy as a Sound Poem, we have to admit that Frolic contains
the genre’s required composite of many different registers: speech, nonspeech vocalisms, breath,
singing, musical (organ) tones, “natural” sounds and environmental noise. Grubbs’ processing of
each sonic input verges on what Steve McCaffery, describing Tristan Tzara’s 1916 Dadaist
poetry, calls “a sonic version of collage.” McCaffery quotes Hugo Ball’s definition of the Dada
“simultaneous poem” as “a contrapuntal recitative in which three or more voices speak, sing,
whistle… at the same time in such a way that the elegiac, humorous, or bizarre” are
simultaneously expressed. McCaffery insists that these sound-works are necessary antecedents to
Eliot’s The Waste Land and Joyce’s Finnegans Wake––which are in themselves primary
influences for Howe. Yet while Frolic operates more on the cultural-linguistic level of these
latter antecedents than with any Dadaist sound poem, there is an uncanny echo in Howe’s desire
to lift from history “voices that are anonymous, slighted––inarticulate.” Ball’s definition, quoted
by McCaffery, echoes (prefigures) Howe’s concern for the cacophonous “background––the
inarticulate, the disastrous, the decisive… [expressing] the conflict in the vox humana with a
world that threatens, ensnares, and destroys” (Sound of Poetry 119). This same “conflict” of a
threatened voice returns throughout Howe’s writing, from the expressive hesitation of My Emily
Dickinson––“He might pause, She hesitated”––to the sensible disquiet of “Frolic Architecture.”
To return, then, to silence, the poem exploits our conventional idea of noise to such an
extent that it seems to contain everything––intended and unintended sound. This comprehensive
inclusion of sound seems most prominent when, following the relatively sequential pages up to
about 59, we come to a blank, unnumbered page that would have been page 60. At this point the
musical and human articulations go silent and we hear only the ambient noises of cicadas and
footsteps that have been ‘with’ us throughout (TT 60; Frolic 13:10). The cicadas also become
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that last sound heard in the recording. We are thus situated among a wilderness of sounds that we
can audibly recognize as “wild” and “natural.” Yet Howe and Grubbs take this acknowledgment
of the wildness even further when we come to another blank and unnumbered page wherein the
entire recording fades into ten whole seconds of silence (TT 68; Frolic 18:45-18:55). The
artificial wildness disappears. It is as if, expecting the reader to be caught up in the soundscape
of the recording, they are directing us to the ambient sounds of our own contextual environment.
The listener hears silence or sound, depending on her desire for signification.
+
The issue of Howe’s lyric voice is a significantly, “noisily nondescript” one. Jenny White
stresses the vocal ambiguity and complexity as it appears in the third section of “Thorow.” She
writes, “The poem’s incorporation of other texts, voices, and histories, as well as the speaker’s
ambiguous and shifting identity, leads to a collapsing of all distinctions,” emphasizing, “The ‘I’
of this poem denies being either autonomous or unique” (White 256). Gerald Bruns (2009)
describes the voice similarly as “porous subject,” citing Howe’s introductory quote from Deleuze
and Guattari on the nom propre: “a subject is pervaded by multiplicities” (Bruns 41). Norman
Finkelstein’s (2009) formulation describes Howe’s correspondence with the past as a form of
textual séance, in which she becomes an articulate medium for the dead. This potentially leaves
the question open: “’I have imagined a center’ declares a voice in [“Thorow”] (is it Howe’s?)”
(Finkelstein 235). Finkelstein seems to be in agreement with Allen that Howe’s voice contends
with those of her appropriated texts––“This loss of self is the price the poet pays when she
becomes a medium”––yet he leaves unanswered (and unanswerable) the question of how we can
know when it is the poet speaking and when it is someone else.
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As the “edge of author,” Howe “traverses multiplicities” while maintaining an ambiguity
about the question of just who is speaking. Like her own Emily Dickinson, Howe’s talent is
“synthetic,” as Nicholls describes, “’Voice,’ for Howe, is polyphonic rather than original, an
elaborate weave of quotation and pastiche which is artful rather than ‘sincere’” (Nicholls 589).
Howe’s voicings can sound like multiple actors, as she herself admits, “Sometimes I think what
I'm doing on the page is moving people around on stage” (Keller interview). This attention to the
presence of others in the text both removes the burden for the poet to express what she herself
feels/thinks and leaves the sound open to the inflecting context of the reader, who may hear
words and phrases quite idiosyncratically in the mind’s ear.
In the essay “Ether Either,” Howe describes her uncertainty about dramatic characters
with determinate lines and roles––can such imagined people be said to exist? She recalls acting
out scenes from Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream as a child. “If figures no one did
see or can see are truly so, how do I distinguish either from ether? In the ordinary way of
multiple memories it all comes down to a question of confusion” (“Ether Either” 125). Instead of
resolving the philosophical complexity of what amounts to unanswerable questions of Being and
agency, she savors the blank of confusion. The ontological status of real or fictional voices
matters less than the sheer fact that they be heard: “So long as you hear so long as you stay
within earshot.”
+
At the end of A Week, Thoreau transplants his Journal entry on the foil. He claims that
the ambiguous author’s “aim” is “to say once and emphatically, ‘He said.’” This statement is
followed by an analogy representing his notion of the poet’s words as “foils” and “instensifiers”
of silence, except that he depicts foil with the image of a “mole,” another word for pier––one of
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these words roils, the other rolls. “If he make his volume a mole whereon the waves of Silence
may break, it is well.” This silence-breaker (breaking and a part of the wave itself) is all he
needs. “It were vain for me to endeavor to interrupt the Silence. She cannot be done into English.
For six thousand years men have translated her with what fidelity belonged to each, and still she
is little better than a sealed book” (A Week 319). In the corresponding Journal entry, and in
certain editions of A Week, Thoreau has “interpret” in the place of “interrupt”. Whether he means
interpret or interrupt, there is a sense of futile disruption of the Silence. Earlier he says, “Silence
is audible to all men, at all times, in all places. She is when we hear inwardly, sound when we
hear outwardly” (A Week 318). Again, silence is an indefinite presence (and not an absence) of
sound.
Howe incorporates Thoreau’s “mole” into her discussion of sound in the essay “Sorting
Facts: Nineteen Ways of Looking at Chris Marker” (1996). She first lists (and listens to) the
word’s multiple referents: “In English mole can mean, aside from a burrowing mammal, a
mound or massive work of masonry and large stones or earth laid in the sea as a pier or
breakwater.” She then cites Thoreau’s image, wherein “the sea is silent but as waves wash
against and around it they sound and sound is language” (“Sorting Facts” 404). To what effective
closure can such a statement bring us? Are we to listen after every crashing wave? Is there
comfort in the fact that speculative interpretations eventually fail, and after that speech? What
foil or mole can best “break” and intensify the Silence? To what ending can I––. (sic)
Reprise
“In the beginning is the noise; the noise never stops. It is our apperception of chaos, our
apprehension of disorder, our only link to the scattered distribution of things. Hearing is our
heroic opening to trouble and diffusion; other receptors assure us of order or, if they no longer
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give or receive, close immediately. None assure us that we are surrounded by fluctuation and that
we are full of fluctuation. And it chases us from chaos; by the horror it inspires in us, it brings us
back and calls us to order” (Serres 126).
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